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Ashwells Road: Empty like this?

Or people really using the place? In grateful memory of the members of Brentwood School who gave their lives for their
country in the Great War and subsequent conflicts.

St. George's Church, Ypres. October 2009.
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For many years, the Society’s operating losses have been
accommodated from the Joe Hodgson Reserve Fund.
However, this fund has been substantially depleted. The
Society’s overall cash reserves are now so low that losses
at the level of recent years could only be sustained for a
few months without drastic action.

Accordingly, the General Committee set up a Finance Sub
Committee to review Ashwells Road finances and to come
up with a feasible budget for 2010/11. Its members are
Colin Finch (chairman), Simon Boon, Stuart Mathieson,
Simon Born, Tim Faiers, Steve Gorrod and Tony Witney. It
has met on several occasions since the AGM in
September. There has been extensive consultation with
the affiliated clubs, particularly rugby, football and cricket,
and with external users of the facilities. (Non-Old
Brentwoods have become increasingly important in
sustaining affiliated club teams, holding functions and
supporting the bar and other facilities). 

The Finance Committee’s recommendations were
discussed and agreed at the General Committee meeting
on 17th March.

For the year 1st May 2010 to 30th April 2011, the revenue
target is £149,250 while expenditure is to be limited to
£133,050. The main elements will be staff salaries;
insurance, rates and utility charges; planned maintenance
of buildings and grounds; and the Chronicle.

Maintaining these levels would produce a projected profit of
£16,200 which would serve as a fund for unscheduled and
longer term expenditure on Clubhouse and other buildings;
and for replacement of plant, machinery and equipment.

“We have to take a realistic and achievable approach to
start with in an attempt to maintain the present level of
services and facilities,” says Colin Finch.

To ensure the objectives are met, the Finance Sub
Committee will insist on strict cash limits for all cost
centres. Each affiliated club is charged with meeting its
rent obligation without fail and to strongly encourage its

members to support the bar, functions and events to
contribute to the targeted increase in bar sales. Progress
will be reviewed via two-monthly management accounts. 

Going forward, the Society can no longer ignore the fact
that membership subscriptions, particularly the School’s
five years of contributions on behalf of leavers, are
subsidising the use of the Clubhouse and grounds by
some 200 local OBs and 200 Rule 32 members to the tune
of over £20,000 a year.  The Clubhouse and grounds must
be capable of operating as a stand alone enterprise.

Within the scope of a five-year plan, the Finance
Committee is already looking at future subscription and
affiliated club income, catering and bar prices, financial
controls, investments, tax implications, planning for
renewals and provisions for repair. The aim is to create a
minimum of £100,000 in reserves to enable Clubhouse
and grounds to be self supporting by the end of 2015/16.

In tandem, the Society will need to consider its relations
with and services required by school leavers and other
younger Old Brentwoods. 

The Society acquired the enviable sporting and social
facilities at Ashwells Road, Bentley thanks mainly to two
generous benefactors: former Headmaster James Fisher
Hough, who purchased the original ground in Burland
Road, Brentwood; and former History, Mathematics and
Mill Hill Housemaster Joe Hodgson and his wife Freddie,
who bequeathed their estate to the Society.

For the past 60 years, the Society has benefited from
diligent and dedicated OB committees, which have
managed the Society’s assets to provide and sustain the
outstanding facilities enjoyed today. 

Colin Finch concludes: “Unless member clubs and other
users pay adequate subscriptions and support the Club in
generating additional sustainable income, the Society will be
unable to maintain the current facilities. We should then be
forced to reduce services and costs significantly and consider
whether the Society can continue to run Ashwells Road.”

Society Finance

ASHWELLS ROAD MUST BECOME SELF
SUPPORTING......OR ELSE

Arigorous 12-month budget and a projected five-year financial plan have been drawn up to
underpin increased use of the facilities and the generation of greater income at the Old
Brentwoods Society’s Ashwells Road Clubhouse and grounds. They are designed to tackle the

grave state of the Society’s finances, stemming largely from operating losses at Ashwells Road.

A clubhouse open or a clubhouse closed?

www.oldbrentwoods.org

If you want to find out about the Society of Old Brentwoods’ expanding range of services - and what’s happening in
the coming months - just click in to its new, highly informative website: www.oldbrentwoods.org.

The main sections focus on the Society itself, its rules and reports & accounts, the Ashwells Road Clubhouse and
grounds; and the people who run the organisation: general and management committee members, sports and social
club officials and event organisers. A substantial history of the society is complemented by its archive activity and a
list of Brentwood School’s famous alumni - just a drop in that particular ocean.

The website explains who to get in touch with about:

• football, cricket, rugby, golf, netball, tennis, squash and cross-country

• Masonic Lodge, theatre group, 200 Club, Bournemouth, Wessex and Livery luncheon groups

• the former boarders’ associations for School House, Newnum, Mill Hill and Hough

• events such as the annual dinner, Summer ball, cocktail party, Hallowe’en disco, Family Christmas lunch, Burns
Night supper, Family and school leavers’ Christmas events.

There are keyword search and log in facilities, the latter enabling appropriate people to edit particular areas. The fol-
lowing addresses will facilitate access: http://map.oldbrentwoods.org and http://diary.oldbrentwoods.org

The site, a great advance on its predecessor, has been put together by Adam Witney. He explains: “The site is built
with some quite flexible software such that we can have private pages, and multiple editors with no HTML or coding
skills required. The facility is not static and we would like to explore with members specific areas in which the service
might be extended. Please contact www@oldbrentwoods.org with comments, criticisms or ideas.” 

Brentwood School also has a section about the Society on its own website: www.brentwoodschool.co.uk

The Society of Old Brentwoods
Sporting Facilities, Clubhouse & Function Room

Open all year round

The Function Room and facilities are available
to hire for a range of occasions.

Birthday Parties ~ Wedding Receptions ~ Retirements
Anniversaries ~ Christenings ~ Funerals/Wakes

Business Meetings or Luncheons ~ Summer Balls ~ Charity Balls
Barbecues ~ Private Dinners ~ Buffets ~ Annual Dinners
Award Ceremonies ~ Childrenís Parties ~ Fun DaysÖ ÖÖ .

CCaatering by REM Catering
Why not come in for a drink at the bar

Opening Hours: Tuesday to Friday 7.30-11pm,
Saturday 12 noon-11pm & Sunday 12.30-3pm Closed Monday

Foor more details please contact Melanie Bryant

The Society off Old Brentwoods, Ashwells Rd, Brentwood, Essex, CM15 9SE
Melanie - 07988 670836 Clubhouse - 01277 374070

The Function Room and facilities are available to hire for a range of occasions

Birthday Parties – Wedding Receptions – Retirements – Christenings – Buffets
Anniversaries – Funerals – Dinners – Award Ceremonies – Barbecues – Summer Balls 

Business Meetings or Luncheons – Children’s Parties – Fun Days

Why not come in for a drink at the bar?
Opening Hours: Tuesday to Friday 7.30-11pm

Saturday 12 noon-11pm & Sunday 12.30-3pm Closed Monday

For more details please contact Melanie Bryant
The Society of Old Brentwoods, Ashwells Rd, Brentwood, Essex CM15 9SE

Melanie - 07988 670836            Clubhouse - 01277 374070
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Between 1947 and 1964, the Payne family was
represented at Brentwood School by four brothers.
All made their mark in the School’s sports teams and

went on to enjoy successful careers in the Royal Navy
(Robert and Rodney), the law (Richard) and journalism
and broadcasting (Jeremy). However, soon after retiring,
the two elder brothers were struck down by aggressive,
malignant brain tumours, Robert in 2001 and Richard in
2006.

Their deaths have prompted Jeremy, the youngest, to take
up the reins at the leading charity concerned with the
disease. He is Chairman of Brain Tumour (UK) which
supports those affected, campaigns on their behalves and
helps raise funds for research, supported by a scientific
and medical advisory board.

In 2005, around 41,200 people in Britain were affected by
brain tumours. Around one-third had primary tumours while
the rest had secondary cancers in the brain, arising from
cancers elsewhere in the body.

Brentwood School has decided to support a cricket match,
organised by Brain Tumour (UK), between a Bunbury
celebrity team and another organised by former England

bowler Alan Igglesden, who himself suffers from a brain
tumour and is a patron of the charity. Headmaster Ian
Davies has agreed to stage the match at Brentwood
School on Sunday, June 6th.

Bunbury is in its 24th season and has featured such
sportsmen as Ian Botham, Andrew Flintoff, Viv Richards
and Gary Lineker. Alan Igglesden is lining up other well
known cricketers.

The School is hoping for strong support from Old
Brentwoods, parents and public. There will be other
entertainment to make the occasion a family day out.

There will be a VIP lunch with tables hosted by celebrities
and an auction to which Old Brentwood Noel Edmonds has
donated a VIP trip to his Deal or No Deal show. Prior to the
day, a place in each cricket team will also be auctioned.

If you would like to reserve a table or places at the VIP
lunch, bid to play in the match, provide items for the
auction or donate to Brain Tumour (UK), please see the
advertisement on page 47. For further information,
please contact Mrs Emily Norris on 01277 243 243/
enorris@brentwood.essex.sch.uk.

School hosts cricket match in memory 0f
Robert and Richard Payne

The Payne brothers maintained a 17-year continuum
at Brentwood School. Richard (1947-57), Robert
(1949-59), Rodney (1951-61) and Jeremy (1957-64)

were born in 1940, 1942, 1944 and 1947 respectively. The
three elder Paynes began in the Prep. In the senior school,
the four spread themselves across Old House, Mill Hill and
Newnum and cut sporting figures.

Richard (RAD) was the School’s champion diver,
inspiring his family to donate the Payne Diving trophy in
1957. Robert (Bob) was a member of the School
swimming team, head of Newnum and a School
praepostor. Rodney (Rod) made his mark at school level
in swimming, squash, gymnastics, soccer and tennis.
Jeremy (Jerry) captained the School gymnastics team
and played in the squash and tennis teams.

Richard qualified as a barrister as a member of Gray’s
Inn. He practised on the Midlands circuit, working out of
The Ropewalk practice in Nottingham.  He retired from
the bar in 2002 and then taught law at Nottingham
University. He married and raised three girls and a boy in
Thurgaton, Nottinghamshire.

Robert gained a scholarship to the Royal Naval College,
Dartmouth which launched a long navy career, including
command of various ships. He retired as a captain in
1999. He and his wife brought up two girls in Somerset.

Rodney followed his brother to Dartmouth, serving in
vessels around the world before retiring early as a
lieutenant-commander. He then worked in management
for direct sales companies. In the 1990s, he enjoyed a
spell running a smallholding in Spain. He and his wife
have raised two boys and two girls.

Jeremy began his journalism career in Loughton on the
West Essex Gazette. He worked as a reporter, presenter
and producer in television in New Zealand, Australia and
the UK. From 1997, he was managing director of the ITV
franchise HTV until early retirement in 2004. He is
married with two boys and a girl.
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Emailed material with Word attachments preferred.
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Printed & Designed by The Arbrose Press (Ian Waite), P.O. Box 7918, 4 Brook Road, Brentwood Essex CM14 4ZL Tel: 01277 822261

Sporting Paynes made it to the Bar, the Navy and television

Above: Robert and Richard. Below: Robert, Richard,
Rodney and Jeremy

CLUB HOUSE

Ashwells Road, Bentley, Nr. Brentwood, Essex CM15 9SE Tel: 01277 374070
DIRECTIONS FROM LONDON

Turn left at roundabout at the end of Brentwood High Street onto Ongar Road (A128). After approx 2
miles, (at end of ‘Straight Mile’) Ashwells Road is on the right. Ground and Clubhouse are about 600

yards on left. For more information about the Clubhouse, bar and grounds contact our Manager
Melanie Bryant on 01277 374070 or Email: renatotimanti@hotmail.com

MAIN FEATURE ON PAGE 15
Brentwood Prep: “A wonderful blend of tradition and state of the art modern teaching.”
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In December 1939, Sub-Lieutenant John Pritchard (1926-
31) was sleeping in a small cabin just below the bridge in
the destroyer HMS Duchess. At 4 a.m., in foggy

conditions in the North Channel off the Mull of Kintyre, he
was awoken by a
terrific bang. The
vessel had been cut
in two by the
battleship Barham
which, paradoxically,
she was escorting.
There were only 23
survivors from a crew
of 160. John Pritchard
was the only officer
among them.

Shortly before he died in 2007, aged 93, retired
Commander Pritchard DSC revealed what happened to his
sons Steve and John, who had hitherto known nothing of
the incident. John’s account of his father’s recollections
includes the following:

“I came out of my cabin and the captain was banging on
(his own) door. His door had got jammed so I let him out

and followed him up the ladder to the bridge, my nose right
behind him……..there was a terrible lurch to starboard; the
captain and (another officer) just dropped away
downwards as she lurched but I reached out…just
instinctively reached out my hand….and got my arm over
the coaming of the bridge.

You just knew she was going. You could feel it.”

Sub-Lieutenant Pritchard then “went over the bridge,
stepped on to B gun and dived into the water. It was bitter
cold and I was just wearing pyjamas…..Later in the war, I
knew the “Mid” who was in charge of the seaboat that
night. He said ‘I saved your life’ and he was right. I was laid
on the boards and passed out. Then there was a terrible
explosion. The D’s depth charges had gone up….as the
ship sank, it reached the depth set and they went off.

Luckily I was in the boat by then or that
would have been it.

“At the explosion, I struggled to get up
and out of the boat and I remember the
bowman pushing me back down into
the bottom of the whaler. I must have
passed out  because the next thing I
remember…… was being supported
by a sailor each side and being taken
to the (Barham) sick bay. I was put in a
bunk and felt so warm after the cold
sea.”

His son John made these recollections available to
composer Sally Beamish who has incorporated them in a
20-minute composition entitled ‘Sea Psalm’. It was the
central feature of ‘Sea Music: Ships and the Sea, Sailors
and Fishermen,’ a collection of songs, shanties and
spirituals, performed at Chichester Cathedral in February. 

See Remembrances, page 40

Cut in half by the battleship Barham

HMS Duchess: 23 survivors from a crew of 160

Yes, we have some bananas!

On leaving school in 1944, Roy Stevenson became a cadet in the
Merchant Navy, joining the S.S. Empire Paragon. His first tour
found him in convoy out of New York with tanks and other

supplies for D-Day. Unfortunately, the ship’s steering gear went awry in
mid-Atlantic and the vessel was ordered to the Azores for repairs. “We
were in Horta for four days. Knowing how scarce bananas were back
home, I bought two big bunches of green bananas. After repairs, we
came home alone at full speed in just four days. When I reached
Brentwood, I was walking up Queen’s Road when Mrs. Maynard
(mother of future Society president Colin) came out of her house and
invited me in for tea. I think this cost me a banana. Perhaps Colin had
it!”

Roy’s father Charles Stevenson, known as ‘Sarge’ and by his CCF title
of Regimental Sergeant Major was a pillar of Brentwood School. At
various times, he was the instructor for the Officers’ Training Corps and
its successors, acted as School marshal, ran the School shop and
managed the tuckshop with Mrs. Stevenson. When his wife was
incapacitated by a serious illness, Sarge decided to buy a car to take
her out and about. Unfortunately, while taking his driving test in 1967,
he collapsed and died.
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FROM THE EDITORS DESK

OB farmers enjoy their supper 

During World War II, Headmaster Jimmy Hough found
places for quite a few sons of local farmers at
Brentwood School. Geoff Bloomfield and Peter Ford

still farm at Childerditch and Scott Padfield in Great Warley
while John Brett has converted most of his farm into the
prestigious Warley Park Golf Club. Ex-President David
Tee’s brother Geoffrey, another wartime entrant, still farms
at Boxted, near Cavendish.

They came together for harvest supper at the Little Warley
and Childerditch Village Hall in October. Guest speaker
Godfrey Thomas related humorous incidents which
occurred during his 36 years as a master at Brentwood.

Pictured from the left are Geoff Bloomfield, Scott Padfield,
Godfrey Thomas, Mick Hare, John Brett and David Tee. 

Oh dear! Full colours for sailing

Few of the sailors featured in the September 2009
issue of the Chronicle attributed their start in the
sport to Brentwood School. One who did was John

Evans (1956-66). He believes that he and contemporary
Nick Perrin were the first to be awarded full colours for
sailing after they won the National Schools Sailing
Association dinghy title for the second year running in
1966. They represented English Schools in matches with
France, Germany and Holland in 1965 and 1966.

John represented the UK in international dinghy racing
three times and, from 1979-89 served as secretary and
international chairman of the “original” racing dinghy class,
the International Fourteen.

He recalls: “I may be the only person beaten repeatedly by
Jim Rennie simply out of his disgust that we should ever
have been given full colours.” If anyone knows anything of
Nick Perrin, please call John Evans on 01798 874034.

Jones & co were not so barmy

An insight into pedagogic perspective on pupils is to
be found in a 50-year-old letter from geography
teacher Dennis Tarrant to Tony Jones (1955-61).

Mr. Tarrant was in charge of Lower VI Modern while also
instructing Lower VI Maths & Science in surveying. He was
extremely surprised by the examination performance of

Jones and colleagues which belied their apparent lack of
interest in the subject. In August 1960, he wrote:

‘Dear Jones. I am sure you will be horrified to hear how
sadly you have miscalculated. Instead of judging it to a
nicety and getting one or two over the pass mark, you have
slipped into grade one, which means a mark of between 75
and 100% in surveying. Congratulations or condolences –
whichever you would like. They all got through, ten with
60% plus, so you weren’t as barmy a lot as you looked.’

“I think Mr. Tarrant felt we were a bunch of hooligans who
weren’t listening to him,” recalls the recipient.

Tony Jones was a spirited centre forward with North Town
who read chemical engineering at Leeds University. He
began his career as a gas engineer with the South Eastern
Gas Board. In 1970, he joined Esso Chemicals at Fawley
on Southampton Water, retiring in 2001. He and his wife
Jan live at Dibden Purlieu, Hampshire.

Yugoslavia and Turkey can be
dangerous for motorists

The late Cedric Godfrey (1943-54) was a keen
traveller, visiting his brothers in South Africa and
Australia. He combined this with an enduring

passion for fast cars – he failed his first driving test for
going too fast – and would drive to Monza and Monaco to
watch grands prix. 

He drove three times to Iran to see his in-laws. En route in
Yugoslavia, his party found their fully laden car being
broken into. According to his OB brother Adrian “we all
rushed out of the hotel in our pyjamas, shouting and
screaming, which seemed to do the trick and send the
robbers away.” Later, in a mountainous area of Turkey, “we
parked for a rest when the sound of running feet awoke us.
A quick getaway possibly saved our lives.”

See Remembrances page 38

Bournemouth group

Escape from Africa and to jazz

The 14 Old Brentwoods who attended the twelfth
meeting of the Bournemouth Lunch Group on 11th
November 2009 were entertained by two of their

number.

New member David Satterthwaite (1940-46 Otway)
described how, in order to return to the UK from a certain
landlocked African country, he built his own sailing boat,
transported it to the east African coast and set sail around the
Cape of Good Hope,  arriving in England many months later.

Jazz musician Olly Dow (1949-56) played extracts from his
monthly radio programme 'Jazz Dreams' which can be
heard anytime on the internet in the music section at
www.fromefm.co.uk.  Olly, with his band Cat’s Eyes, began
his musical career in London with Digby Fairweather
playing at the famous 100 Club in Oxford Street.

The next luncheon will be on Tuesday 13th April 2009.  Old
Brentwoods within range of Bournemouth should contact
Geoffrey Holland on  01202 385381 or email to
gt.holland@ntlworld.com
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slept 10 while other dormitories were made up of Victorian
matchwood cubicles. Even after the 1953 refurbishment,
there was no heating whatsoever. Most winters, there were
many nights when damp towels and face flannels froze
stiff.

“Downstairs, 20 juniors shared the JCR with a large table,
lockers and tuck boxes. The more fortunate fought over
space in the six small studies that ran along the east side
of the corridor from Old Big School to the Chapel. Number
One was the most crowded with up to 15 third formers
crowded around a table and four chairs with a table top
stove for heat and to cook on. By the Lower Sixth form, you
shared a study with more reasonable numbers.”

Godfrey Thomas began his boarding involvement as
house tutor in Otway during the last years of Dr. Brice. He
was housemaster of Newnum and, from 1981 to 1992, of
School House. Over that time, Godfrey felt that
improvements in boarding accommodation were too few
and too slow to keep pace with changes in parental
expectations. Newnum closed first, followed by School
House in 1992, after it had been condemned as the fire
hazard which, according to David Tee, it had always been.
“It seemed only a matter of time before the two remaining
boarding houses, Mill Hill and Hough, closed. However,
with a change of headmaster has come the desire to save
and improve what was left.”

John Norris, a governor of the School, was a junior boarder
in the School House annex before it was called Barnard’s.

He recently inspected Mill Hill and Hough prior to an official
inspection by the education watchdog Ofsted. He was
“overwhelmed” by the “very high standards” of both
establishments which were like “four star hotels.”

He was certain they would pass any inspection with flying
colours and so it proved in the Ofsted report issued in
February. The inspectors awarded the School the highest
grade. All six areas inspected were rated outstanding,
which makes Brentwood the only school in Essex to
receive such an accolade.

The report noted: “Relationships between boarders are
excellent and harmonious, relaxed and friendly.
Accommodation is of the very highest standard and is
extremely well maintained. Boarding is well organised and
staff are highly committed and motivated in caring for
boarders.”

While acknowledging that the boarding scene is “very
different from my day but then we do live in a very
different world,” Society ex-President Tee is happy to
serve as the secretary of the School House Association.
He organises the annual dinner for all ex-boarders
which this year will be held on Saturday, May 15th.
Proceedings will begin in the School House garden at 6
pm with dinner at the Ashwells Road Clubhouse at 7.30.
For further information, please contact David Tee on
01277 220314 or pam.tee@btinternet.com. (See
separate form on page 47).
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Boarding at Brentwood School isn’t what it used to be.
Much has changed and pretty much for the better in
terms of boarders’ living conditions – but not the

numbers enjoying them. In the late 1940s and 1950s, just
over 20 per cent of the main school’s complement of 800
boarded in the junior houses of Old and Barnard’s and in
the senior houses of School, Otway, Newnum and Mill Hill.
Today, there are just 24 girls in Mill Hill and 40 boys in
Hough, about five per cent out of 1,300. John Norris (1936
-46), David Tee (1948-56) and Godfrey Thomas (Master

1961-97) are veterans of the School’s boarding scene with
experience covering 60 years.  In February, they met and
mused.

“House loyalty was all important. You felt part of something
very special” remembers David Tee. “As my father and two
brothers had been in School House before me, I belonged
to a family society akin to my own family.” However, while
the house spirit was great, the conditions in which it
obtained were “Spartan, even appalling. The San Dorm

Moved initially by the submergence of much of
The Chase under bricks and mortar, Jonathan
Earl (1972-76) reflects upon the School

buildings and installations which have disappeared or
changed purpose since the mid-1970s. At the Mill Hill
reunion last Summer, he found himself tantalised by
his memories.

The tuckshop has gone. Newnum, School, and Otway,
where I lived for two years before moving to Mill Hill, are,
sadly, no longer boarding houses. The old swimming pool,
which everybody hated anyway, is gone. There is now a
very plush gym complex located where, in 1976, the
technical block used to sit. The ground floor of the Bean
Library has been replaced, apart from the clock. The lawns
are beautifully manicured and the hedges are perfect.
There are computer rooms where there used to be….well,
I can’t remember what, really. There are just lots of
computer rooms.

Let’s now paste The Chase back where it should be and
take another look. I could almost be back in 1976. Otway
House, while no longer filled with second and third formers,
is still there and so is its lawn where we used to play
croquet on summer evenings. The junior school appears
unchanged. The quadrangle between the tuckshop and the
science block is still there, as is the Memorial square
where we used to gather on Friday afternoons for CCF.
The cricket pavilion, with its copper-oxide roof, still looks
over the First XI pitch where, as we arrived, there was a
match in progress.

Across the playing fields, in the far corner, is Hough House,
still a boys’ boarding house. It looked like it could do with a
splash of paint, which was pure nostalgia to me; it always
looked like that. The Chapel is, not surprisingly, completely
unchanged, even to the rogue hymn number (39?) stuck to
the wall. Beside the Chapel is the Sixth Form common room,
except that it’s not the Sixth Form common room any more
but it looks like it should be. So, yes….with a spot of license,
and notwithstanding the emasculation of The Chase,
Brentwood School still looked largely as it did 33 years ago.

And so on to Mill Hill which has seen what some may call
sweeping changes. It’s full of girls, and the house reflects
this. It’s bright, it’s cosy, it’s clean and I imagine it’s warm
in winter. The only warm place in Mill Hill 1976 was not
even in the house. I refer to the changing rooms, which
have since been demolished. I cannot see girls putting up
with outside showers!

Sweep this patina aside and you have Mill Hill as it was
when I left. My partner Yvonne and I were escorted on a
whistle-stop tour by two charming lower sixth formers. One
was Bulgarian and her housemate German. They told us
that of the 26 students, only one was English. When I
joined Mill Hill in 1972, only three were not. Does this say
anything about anything?

While there wasn’t time to see all of it, there appeared to
have been no structural change to the house itself. I peeled
back the years and memories surfaced: Willie Frost (1973
-78) and me skipping Chapel and being grounded all day
because of it; Nick Gilbert (1971-76) in charge of ‘lighting-
up’ on Bonfire Night; Pam and Bob Jackson’s younger
daughter Heather telling one of her teachers, who didn’t
believe her, that she had 26 brothers; Bob Jackson reading
an extract from The Catcher in the Rye between breakfast
and morning school with me laughing all the way through
it; Dave Pluckrose (1971-75) yelling at me during house
activity to “move your arse;” me obeying and five minutes
later falling over and breaking my left arm; Ajay Ram (1972
-77) and me dating the same girl. I have never forgiven
Ajay for taking her away from me. Actually, I have. You
have to move on, don’t you?

There were around 50 Old Mill Hillians present. I
recognised Mark Johnson (1972-77),  Jason Crouch (1974
-79), Dave Matthews (1968 - 73), Pete Carew (1971 - 73),
the perennially dry and laconic Andrew Thorogood (1970 -
75), and Jeremy Blakeborough (1973-78). His ultra-
reserved brother Robert (1969 - 74) “does not do reunions
any more”. I regretted that four members of my year – Mark
Banks (1972-75), Rod Greenwood  (1972-77), Roger
Trapp (1972-77) and Stewart Dixon (1972-77) – were not
present. Wherever you all are, I hope you are well.

I had a brief chat with an affable old gentleman who, I later
discovered, was John Pluckrose, Dave’s father, who said
he left Mill Hill in 1936. This made him at least 90. If I reach
that age, I hope I’ll be as healthy and bright as he. Had I
asked him whether he thought being at Mill Hill had
anything to do with his longevity, I fancy that he might have
said yes, such was his obvious fondness for the place. As
he left, he told me that he was heading for the Gun and
Spitroast in Horsemonden, Kent for a “small libation”.  I
know this pub well and if I reach such an age and am fit
and have most of my marbles, I cannot think of a better
way to spend a warm summer evening. Perhaps I’ll put it
all down to my formative years at Mill Hill.

Boarding houses

You cannot Chase away the memories

Fire hazard gives way to flying colours

Last season’s 1st XI School cricket captain and new
OB Aaron West has been named the Cricket
Society’s Leading Schools All Rounder for 2009. He

will be honoured at the Cricket Society’s
Spring dinner at the Royal Over-Seas League
on April 9th.

Aaron, described as “a prodigious run getter”,
will receive a plaque and a cheque while his
name will be inscribed on the Wetherall trophy
which resides in the Lord’s Museum. Former
winners have included England players Chris
Cowdrey and Graham Swann.

Last season, Aaron scored five centuries and
concluded a fabulous cricketing career at the
School by scoring 1,290 runs, a School record
and one of the highest totals ever scored by a
schoolboy batsman. He is said to have made
a strong impression at Brentwood Cricket
Club as he bids to make the sport his
profession.

The 2009 season was a bumper one for the
School’s batsmen with 13 boys scoring
centuries at various levels.

Old Brentwood international footballer Frank
Lampard is revealed in a recent article in the
Wisden Cricketer to have been a very
promising practitioner of that journal’s
favourite sport. He played at Brentwood School between
11 and 15 and then for Essex Schools and even made the
1st XI cricket team before the 1st XI soccer side.

“Brian Hardie, who used to play for Essex, was our cricket
master and put me in the 1st XI at 13 or 14. I used to say
I was an all rounder but I was probably more of a batsman

than a bowler. I got a few tons for my school
and remember scoring my first at junior
school when I was 10. It was against Forest
and they gave me a free cricket bat for doing
it. I picked the Graham Gooch SS bat after he
scored 333 against India, as he was my hero.

“I don’t think I was ever going to be top drawer.
At best I would have been an average player
for Essex. I played against James Foster quite
a lot at school as he was at Forest.” Frank
played with Stephen Peters for Essex Schools
and faced Alex Tudor of London Schools. His
top score for Essex was 97.

The last time he played was in a charity game
at Valentine’s Park, Ilford. “I hit Nasser
Hussain for six over his head. He was just
tossing them up because he didn’t realise I
used to play but after that he started firing
them in a little bit more.

“I have a little net now and again with my
mates. Kevin Pietersen has invited me to
have a net with the England team. He lives
over the road and has become quite a good
mate. He’s been to watch Chelsea a few
times. I try to take my dad to the Oval test

every year as he loves his cricket and used to play for
England Schools. A nice, sunny day at the cricket. You
can’t beat it.”

Cricketer with a future and cricketer with a past
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Stothard’s haunting and 
erudite pursuit of Spartacus

When Peter Stothard (1962-68) was receiving
treatment for what, at the time, appeared
terminal cancer, his experiences and the

feelings and images he preserved through to his recovery
provided the spur to write On the Spartacus Road. The
book has been described by Tom Holland in his Spectator
review earlier this year as “haunting, erudite and
beautifully written.”

Holland muses that plenty of people, in the wake of a
brush with death, have committed to living life to the full
but wonders whether anyone prior to Stothard had
thought to seek out Spartacus?

He explains how the escaped gladiator and his
companions stationed themselves on Mount Vesuvius
and then clambered down to ambush and wipe out a
Roman army, the first of many startling victories. He feels
Stothard experienced his cancer as though it were just
such a battle. Stothard wrote of “an assault of iron on the
upholstery of my stomach, ribs grasped like ladders, alien
objects left behind, broken glass, blunt knives, wave
upon wave of pain, slow like an hour then blurred like a
second, warfare in its unique and maddest way.”

Holland maintains that such language “brilliantly conveys
the excruciating character of what Stothard endured.” But
why did his subconscious pursue a gladiator? He
suggests the book is as much an attempt to answer this
question as it is a quest after Spartacus himself.

The shadowy and ambiguous career of Spartacus is held
up “as a mirror both to Stothard’s experience of cancer
and to the patterns that constitute not only Roman
civilisation but the very fabric of human society.” So
whether Spartacus was idealist, warlord, liberator or thug
is not merely an antiquarian issue. Holland does not feel
Stothard provides a definitive answer. As befits the
Oxford classics scholar, he is “all too well aware just how
light an imprint Spartacus has left behind.”

On the Spartacus Road is written as a travelogue that
criss crosses Italy. “Horace, Plutarch and Pliny all join
Stothard on the road but his real affection and the full
reserves of his talent for characterisation are lavished on
dimmer figures from the classical pantheon: Symmachus
and Statius, Florus and Frontinus. It’s a rare travel book
that makes the pages of a Silver Age Latin poet seem a
more attractive destination than Pompeii.” 

From his huge experience as Editor of The Times and
currently the Times Literary Supplement, Stothard
maintains that the ‘gladiator is always a story.’ Holland
concludes: “The life that he gives us of Spartacus is
indeed, on one level, a story: one complete with
breakouts, battles and the pecking of eyeballs by hungry
crows. Yet it is also, proudly and defiantly, the very
opposite of journalism: a fusion of memoir, history and
travelogue that is unlike any other book ever written
about Spartacus, and all the more precious for being
quite so unexpected.”

(Edited from the Spectator)

On the Spartacus Road by Peter Stothard, Harper
Press. ISBN 9780007340781

When a gardener’s thoughts stray
to corrosive irony

While absent-mindedly tending Mill Hill garden,
former housemaster and French teacher Bob
Jackson began contemplating the translation of

French poetry for use in class. He delved first into
Baudelaire, “producing ultimately a rhymed and,
generally, rhythmical English version of Les Fleurs du
Mal. Then I rediscovered Huysmans and responded with
fascination to the variety and challenge of the text of En
Rade.” 

Retired from Brentwood School’s modern languages
department, Bob has just completed a full translation of
En Rade and a shorter story Un Dilemme which have
been newly published as Huysmans 1887. 

Bob was introduced to Huysmans at Oxford by the
lecturer Robert Baldick, whose principal literary focus
was the second half of the 19th century, particularly
Flaubert, Zola, the Goncourt brothers and Maupassant.

“Huysmans was a member of Zola’s Médan Group and
his contribution to their joint work Les Soirées de Médan
was inevitably realistic or naturalist and very distinctively
different to the short stories of his fellow writers.
Maupassant’s Boule de Suif was the most famous story
in the collection but Huysmans’ Sac au Dos was and is
highly regarded and very characteristic.

“It relates the career of a Prussian soldier in the 1870
Franco-Prussian War but instead of heroism and glory its
focal point is dysentery. Its final sentence illustrates
Huysmans’ ironic view of life:  ‘I am back at home now, in
my own toilet! And I tell myself that you have to have lived
amongst the promiscuity of hospices and camps to
appreciate the value of a water-closet and to savour the
solitude of places where you can drop your trousers,
without any problem.’

“This corrosive irony can be found in all Huysmans’
works”, continued Bob. My attraction to En Rade was in
part its comic undertone but also its aspects of
surrealism, psychology, dream sequences and
overwhelming linguistic flexibility, which recur constantly,
providing diverting contrasts with a basic, earthy realism.

“While Flaubert and Maupassant might feature as A Level
set authors, Zola and Huysmans developed such biting
and unflinching views of ‘reality’ that the somewhat
Victorian morality attitudes of English education would
keep them forever at arms’ length. English literary
realists, such as Dickens and Hardy, might shock at times
but rarely offend.

“With Terry Best, Head of Modern Languages, committed
to the classical world of Corneille, Molière and Racine,
my contribution to A Level French Literature had a much
more modern base.” 

Huysmans 1887, with cover designed by Bob’s
granddaughter Jessica, has been printed by Ian
Waite of The Arbrose Press. The book is priced at £14
including postage and is available from Bob Jackson
at 55 The Meadows, Ingrave, CM13 3RN or on 01277
811119 or bob.jackson@tesco.net
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An international expert on George Frideric Handel
and former head of languages at Brentwood School,
Terence Best saw his critical edition of Handel's

opera Tamerlano performed at Covent Garden Opera
House in March. 

In the last 40 years, he has been hugely committed to editing
the works of Handel, revitalising interest in the composer. He
is currently working on his 20th volume of Handel's
works. An honorary Fellow of the Open University,
Terence is co-general editor, with Professor
Wolfgang Hirschmann of the University of Halle-
Wittenberg, of the Hallische Händel-Ausgabe – the
up-to-date collected edition of Handel’s music. It
includes finished compositions, alternative versions,
discarded sections, drafts, fragments and printed
librettos of first performances in facsimile. Terence is
aiming, with Germanic thoroughness, for its
completion in 2023 (when he will be 93!).

Appointed in 1998, Terence is the first British scholar to hold
this position. He has made a substantial contribution to the
edition, with 19 volumes to his credit. A critical commentary
has been published recently covering the whole of Handel’s
keyboard music which occupies four volumes of the edition.
All have been produced or revised under Terence.

He is particularly involved in the Italian operas where his
professional skills as a linguist provide a necessary
complement to his musical experience. Terence has written
many articles and book chapters relating to Handel’s
instrumental music and Italian opera. He is the book editor
of Handel Collections and their History has contributed
chapters to the Cambridge Companion to Handel, published
in 1993 and 1997 respectively. 

Terence is a founder member of the Council of the Handel
Institute and a vice-president of the Handelgesellschaft.

All this is quite a workload for a man who has just celebrated
his 80th birthday. A party, staged jointly for his friend Vera
Sweeting, was attended by family and friends in January.

Educated at Bournemouth School and Jesus College,
Oxford, Terence Best had once hoped to become a
professional pianist. He followed up his commitment to his
school CCF with National Service which took him first to

Hong Kong and then, for six months, to the scary theatre of
the Korean War. He returned to England in mid-July 1953.

His initiation into teaching began at Holm Leigh Prep school
in Derbyshire, where Tim Brooke-Taylor was one of his
pupils. By 1956, Terence was sure that secondary education
would offer more satisfying involvement, especially more
pastoral care. Although offered a post at Ampleforth College,

he accepted an offer from Ralph Allison to come to
Brentwood where pastoral opportunities did not
depend on being a Catholic – or even an Anglican.

He quickly settled into his role as tutor of School
House, which in practice amounted to being
housemaster, until Jim Rennie assumed that role
in 1962.  Leaving the boarding system produced
major compensations in the offer of head of
modern languages and later as housemaster of
East. In the former role, he was especially

enthused by the classical world of Corneille, Molière and
Racine.  Throughout his Brentwood career, Terence was a
pillar of the CCF. Having been recruited on arrival by Colonel
Jones, he struck up up a strong relationship with Colonel
Micky Hall and his fellow officers. “Monty,” as he was widely
known among pupils, retired 20 years ago.

While not an academic or professional musician, Terence
developed a passionate yen to be involved in music outside
the classroom, acting as accompanist to Brentwood Choral
Society on the harpsichord and gradually being seduced by
the works of Bach and Handel. His experience as a
keyboard performer led to his editorial interest in Handel’s
instrumental music.

The octogenarian Best is as busy as ever, regularly visiting
the University of Halle-Wittenberg to chair meetings and
participate in the work of the Hallische Händel-Ausgabe
team of musicologists.

He ranks as one of the world's most competent musical
detectives.

*   *   *   *

Vera Sweeting’s son Adam, a boarder in Otway and Hough
from 1966-72, has acquired a national press reputation as a
freelance commentator on popular and classical music, with
frequent features in the Telegraph, Independent and Mail.

Atrip to the House of Commons by Godfrey Thomas in
1997 to meet the four Old Brentwood MPs has been
mentioned in Hansard over 12 years later. During the

debate on the Address in November 2009, Shadow Health
Secretary Andrew Lansley referred to the event, admitting he
was “digressing for a personal moment.

“Shortly after I came here, my old politics teacher at
Brentwood School retired. He visited parliament for tea
and there were four of us who gave it to him: two Labour
members – the right hon. member for Blackburn (Mr. Jack
Straw) and the hon. Member for Leeds North East (Mr.
Fabian Hamilton) – along with myself and our former hon.
friend Mr. Howard Flight, then member for Arundel. 

“Our teacher had taught us all politics and inspired two

Labour and two Conservative members, which struck me
as an admirable illustration of his capacity as a teacher.
There were no Liberal Democrats, I hasten to add, as he
was clearly a man whose inspiration to the art of politics
had all the right effects.”

Godfrey Thomas has pointed out that Lansley was the only
one of the four to whom he taught politics “although I knew
Jack Straw from my year in Otway as tutor when he was
head of house. Fabian Hamilton was in Hough when I was
tutor there but Howard Flight I did not know.

“Tea at the House on the terrace was rather special (quite a
view) since I did not know all four OBs would be there until
they arrived separately. I used to take politics students to
the House regularly and Jack was very good at hosting us.”

Tea on the terrace for teacher and taught recalled in Hansard

80 up for a French classicist and musical detective
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portrayed Malvolio; in his polished performance, he had no
need to act: he was Malvolio. He was a robust footballer
and I recollect being knocked to the ground in a house
match in a manner which, these days, would certainly have
attracted a red card.

Hardy Amies took himself off, competent in French and
Eng Lit, and was reputed to be in France managing a rich
widow’s estate. Actually, the lady was his mother but that
didn’t quite fit our picture. Years later, in one of my
parishes, I came across someone who had been active in
the rag trade and had had dealings with all its big names.
When he mentioned Hardy Amies, I asked  about him and
he replied “The only gentleman”.

The Library came into the care of Bertie Bass, a close
friend, who asked me to join him as assistant. We decided
that the Library was a shambles and when the vac came
we descended upon it, took the place apart, rearranged
and catalogued it, much to our satisfaction but to Jimmy
Hough’s horror. “Oh, the poor masters, they’ll never find
anything.” The moving of books to the new Bean Library
was a major task and this Bass undertook enthusiastically,
keeping the masters at arms length. We were busy a whole
vacation with the transport and arrangement of books. 

Freddie Rowswell was a blameless soul who  was called
‘Grandpa’. Of a grave and sober demeanour but cheerful
disposition, he was respected and liked by all. He stayed
on at School in some capacity. Most will recall him for his
great work as scoutmaster. He built up the movement in
the School and led groups to various parts of the world,
camping and exploring.  A devout churchman, he was an
influence for good.

Once his virtues did not save him. To our surprise, he
appeared at the office one morning, charged with an
offence he had not committed. Jimmy listened to his
impeccable defence but – was the opportunity too good to
miss? – reposted with “Yes, but you’ve got your hands in
your pockets. You’re a vulgar fellow, bend over.” The
ultimate sin.

“Caius” Haygreen was a classics man who did not share
the general aversion to female company and would advise
that the most convenient place for assignations was
beneath the School cricket pavilion. He was a socialist, his
family were local stalwarts and he was much in the favour
of two elderly Fabians, Mrs. Edwards and Mr. Toussant,
who lived some way down the Ingrave Road in the sort of
companionship that is regular today but was advanced
then. They would lay in pleasant suppers for him to which
he was asked to take me. They were interested in the
School and especially in the assistance to university of
boys whose parents were of limited means. They
approached the Head to supplement the leaving
scholarships from which both Haygreen and I benefited. 

At our final Speech Day, the Latin oration fell to Haygreen.
This required careful preparation, a good memory and
faultless execution. In those days, many of the
distinguished guests and not a few of the parents were
conversant with Latin. My part was to assist him in his
rehearsals. I well recall the opening “ Salvete O custones
et tu praeclarissime Episcope.” The Episcopus was not all
that praeclarus but he was giving away the prizes. He was
in fact Dr. Inskip, the Bishop of Barking. He derived some
fame from his brother, a cabinet minister. Haygreen went

off to Brasenose, though we met at intervals. His
subsequent career was with the railways where, under Dr.
Beeching, he played, I believe, a significant part in their
dismemberment. 

Dennis Wright, later Sir Dennis, the diplomat was always
a pleasant and amusing companion with many entertaining
anecdotes in the sixth form study in School House, where
he was Head of House. He would also share the liqueurs
he brought back from Paris. Feeling that a little extra cash
might lubricate his sojourn at Oxford, he decided to try for
a Major Scholarship. Uncertain of success, he proposed
taking two important members of the County Council,
acquaintances of his Father, to lunch at the Trocadero. In
the event, he got the scholarship. He joined the group of
about seven OBs at Oxford, mostly centred on St. Edmund
Hall, where he spent a good deal of time and money riding
and studying Modern Languages.

Equally impressive was FHR Murray, brother of Stephen,
the actor, who also became a diplomat.

Hereward Emanuel Boulter, known to us as ‘Bengy,’ was
the youngest of four brothers in an emphatically military
family. Like his brothers, Bengy was intended for the Army,
which meant Sandhurst. Sturdy, cheerful, and a dutiful
Head of Mill Hill, he was not notably academic. We were
greatly delighted, therefore, when he passed into
Sandhurst well to the top of the list. He went on to have a
‘good war’ and as a brigadier became Deputy Governor
General of Gibraltar. On retirement, he lived near Ongar
and we occasionally met. As stalwarts of the Second XI,
we had shared a desire to play for the Firsts and rejoiced
together when the fates promoted us.

John Will was booked for Cambridge but with his father
dying had to turn to a career in the City. He later gave
sterling advice to the OB Society. ‘Buddy’ O’Kill, a
boisterous  Irishman, kept us, if not the staff, amused, and
ultimately disappeared to New Zealand to manage his
family’s business interests.  

‘Pat’ Keating became my closest friend for he was a
fellow ordinand. Half Russian, I believe, his father had
been a diplomat until he retired to the City. Pat was a
radiant spirit and fitted well into what was a happy form. At
break times or after school, we would go through to the
Hall to gather round the piano. An excellent pianist, Pat
would entertain us with a cascade of topical music, always
beginning with his signature tune  ‘Roll Away Clouds.’

He was preferred to the Brentwood Close Scholarship at
Trinity, Oxford. He was ordained into the Chelmsford
Diocese but when I met him after a few years, he said
parish life did not give him the expression he needed so he
was becoming a hospital chaplain. He remained so for the
remainder of his life as a minister. It was with great
pleasure that I saw him recently, still smiling, on a TV
programme.

In Middle II, I recall my close accomplice, Molyneux, guilty
of some rowdiness, being approached by Mr Porter who
intended to deliver him a weighty clout round the ear. He
sat in front of some lockers and wisely ducked the Porter
swipe which finished against the edge of the lockers, doing
his hand no good at all: an outcome much enjoyed by the
entire class.
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In his last year at Brentwood School, Alexander
Knopp (1920-29) played for the Upper VIth in a
football match against the Rest of the School. The

aim was to counter the charge that the Upper VIth were
merely a collection of swots. They sustained their
contention that they were more than swots by winning.
The above 1929 photograph commemorates the
match. The Upper VIth players, in the halved colours
on the left hand side of the photograph were (from the
left): Eric Toms, Buddy O’Kill, P. Shaw, unknown, Pat
Keating, Caius Haygreen, John Will, Alexander Knopp,
Dennis Wright, Emanuel Boulter and Harcourt Smith.
Goalkeeper Snodely-Lewis demonstrates his prowess.
These young men were among a crop of able and
distinguished Old Brentwoods from the 1920s,
featured in the reminiscences of Alexander Knopp
who celebrated his 100th birthday in December.

D B Davies was a dominant personality: Head of School,
Captain of Soccer and Cricket, and a memorable and
heroic Henry V in the winter theatricals. What
contemporary Head Boy could, or would, peremptorily
summon the entire school to assembly, packing the Old
School, and lecture them on what was required in the way
of Virtue and Manners (the staff could look after the lesser
matter of Learning), adding, of course, dire penalties for
defaulters?  We took it like lambs.

With what a lordly and imperiously beckoning finger he
would call “fag” at the end of cricket practice after morning
school, to the admiring group of little boys, only too eager
to take off his pads or carry his bat and gloves. We had our
heroes in those days.

Billy Rowling was a round lump of cheerful ignorance and
idleness, tolerated and enjoyed by masters and boys alike.
In hot weather, tennis would be played in the nude by
some at Mill Hill – a site well removed from the School
House and the Headmaster’s oversight. Apparently, this
practice had been observed from afar (through glasses it

was alleged) by some elderly spinsters, who had
complained. The suggestion that the culprits desist was
roundly rejected by Billy with the wise words  “Those who
don’t like it won’t look; those who do, don’t matter.” 

Lightening the seriousness of Upper V was the flamboyant
figure of Eric Huggett.  A notable Puck in the School Play,
he was a source of endless merriment and delighted us
with his light verses and witty rhyming. His Ode to a Cod
Fish was a masterpiece, although his talent did not always
serve him well. Mr Higgs set us to write a poem on ‘The
Round Pool’ from “The Mill On The Floss” We struggled but
Huggett’s contribution ran:

The Round Round Pool, the Round Round Pool
Of legend dank and ghostly,
Where many a man has fallen in,
Inebriated mostly

Higgs promptly slung him into detention.

Huggett was taken prisoner by the Japanese and it
saddens me to think how that blithe spirit might have been
subdued by that trial. At least, he survived.

T R Jenkins was a friend at school and later at St. Johns
College, Cambridge. A biologist and avowed atheist, he
went from Cambridge to teach at a Yorkshire county
grammar school. He told me it was a good school but that
there was something lacking in the atmosphere which he
couldn’t at first identify. After two years, he realised what it
was. There was no Chapel and no religion.

Hardy Amies left when he had been through Lower VI. It
was felt, among his contemporaries, that he ‘had
something’, a certain ‘hauteur’. Howard Hayden, a gifted
new master, delighted to take him in hand. Aware of his
potential but wanting to deflate him, he set him a sonnet in
French to convert into an English poem and he had
produced a commendable effort. In the School play, he

THE 1920S VINTAGE WERE MUCH MORE
THAN A COLLECTION OF SWOTS
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FAMILY DAY

The Indigents Fund supports
children and hospices

Old Brentwoods Family Day took place on
September 19th. Coffee in the Bean Library was
followed by the AGM (see page 42) and a buffet

lunch in Roden House garden, hosted by Headmaster
Ian Davies and Mrs. Sara Davies. In the afternoon, OBs
and School players were in opposition in a range of
sports: five soccer matches and hockey, netball, squash
and fencing.

There were presentations by the Old Brentwoods Indigents
Fund to local charities. Fund trustees Stuart Doran (left),
John Harris and George Kingston (right) are pictured
presenting a cheque to Mrs. Sara Davies for the Little Haven
Hospice. Other cheques were handed over to Nichola
Hitchcock of SNAP – Children with Special Needs – and to
Stephen Henwood, Chaplain of St. Francis Hospice.

Septuagenarians scenting the groaning table were (From
left): Colin Maynard, Godfrey Thomas, Peter White, Don
Seager and Jimmy Graham

Enjoying themselves (top right downwards) were Frank
and Lacey Halford; Guy Kingston and Steve Gorrod; Tim
Faiers (sans jacket, sans tie) and David Tee. Looking after
Mr and Mrs Davies’ guests were Praepostors (from the left)
Luke Evans, Alex Quigley, Alex Rigler, Yasmin Malik and
Kalina Tsoneva.
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T he Reverend A E R Knopp (1920-29)
contemplates the Royal telegram, received on
his 100th birthday on New Year’s Eve with his

son John (1949-57). Mr. Knopp may well be the only
OB centenarian.

He has drafted an extensive memoir on his days at
Brentwood School. His recollections of fellow pupils,
stemming from a football match in 1929, appear on pages
10 and 11. He has also provided a rare note on
Confirmation and the personalities involved at Brentwood
in the late 1920s.

“Brentwood was a staunch C of E establishment, with the
chapel a central part of his life. Once you were 14,
confirmation was the rule at Brentwood, providing, as
Headmaster James Hough put it, you were not Jewish, RC
or one of the ‘fancy’ religions, i.e. non-conformist.

“In those days, there loomed a significant figure in Dr S L
Brown, Vicar of Brentwood, Senior Examining Chaplain to
the Bishop of Chelmsford and the officer responsible for
ordinations. A governor of the School, he was conscious
that James Hough was the first non-clerical head. He tried
to persuade him to ordination but it wasn’t for James. It
was not something he needed: the grace was there and
the goodness we knew.

“Instruction was from the head or the chaplain. The head’s
class was always preferred. In those occasional classes
where Jimmy stood in for a member of staff, you never
knew what you were going to get. A carefully placed
question would set him off about anything under the sun.
Once, he even had us cowering under our desks while he
demonstrated throwing the hammer.

“Hadingham, the chaplain, was an irascible figure. He
hardly endeared himself or his subject as he instilled a

knowledge of the Gospels by steadily beating one around
the ears with a substantial copy of the New Testament.
Bewailing our general ignorance of the scriptures, for some
weeks he had all forms kept in for an hour after school
while they were belaboured with the Acts of the Apostles.

“Confirmation remains in my memory chiefly for the
Bishop, Dr Guy Warman, a scholar, inclined to pomposity,
who began his address with the unexpected
announcement: ‘I and the other bishops have reformed the
Prayer Book.’ The emphasis was accurate. It was an
epoch making achievement and largely his work. The chief

immediate effect on me
was that I ceased to cut
prayers.”

Having entered South in
September 1920, Alex-
ander Knopp followed in
the footsteps of Jimmy
Hough to St. John’s
College, Cambridge where
he studied history and
theology from 1929 to
1933. He also studied at
Ridley Hall, Cambridge
and was ordained deacon
and priest, spending his
career in Essex,
Cambridgeshire and
Norfolk. 

He was appointed Curate
of St. Mary’s, Loughton in
1934 and of St. Mary’s,
Prittlewell four years later.
He became Rector of
Nevendon in 1940, soon

adding responsibility for North Benfleet. He was Vicar of
St. John’s, Walthamstow (1948-50) and of Pampisford &
Babraham (1950-59). He served as Rector of Quendon &
Rickling (1959-68), of Great Yeldham (1968-73) and of
Great with Little Snoring (1973-76). Retiring in the latter
year, he went to live at Duxford, near Cambridge and is
now living in Melbourne, Cambridgeshire.

In 1938, Mr. Knopp married Kathleen Dennison, who died
in 2006. They had eight children, of whom two sons and
four daughters survive. Eldest son John also attended St.
John’s College, reading history.

Eighty years on, Alexander Knopp recalls his time at
Brentwood School with affection. “When the time came to
say goodbye to Brentwood and to Jimmy Hough, I am not
abashed to say that I did so with a tear. The subsequent
careers of the Upper VI in 1929 indicate the measure of the
School’s success and the quality of its discipline and
teaching. All this was in a world and in a school widely
different from that portrayed in the modern Chronicle – and
it was a very long time ago. The main road from London to
the East was narrow, dusty, often beautiful and running
between hedges; the old tree by the Red Wall was green.”

A CENTURY SCORED AS THE OLDEST
BRENTWOOD RECALLS CONFIRMATION
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B rentwood Preparatory School claims a justifiable
reputation for high standards, both academically
and across its broad range of activities –

particularly sport, music, art and drama – and for its
emphasis on moral and social conduct. The School
provides a stimulating and caring environment with an
effective blend of traditional and modern teaching
methods. It is an exciting place where children feel
cared for, valued and challenged. The aim is for every
single child to discover his or her talents and make the
most of them.

The School has outstanding facilities and the very latest
teaching technology, deployed by specialist teachers with

the knowledge and skill to inspire pupils. A broad and
balanced curriculum exceeds the requirements of the
National Curriculum. Excellent results are achieved
through a culture of high expectations and attention to
detail. Teachers and coaches lead a wide range of extra-
curricular activities, expressed through 50 or so clubs.
There is an extensive programme of house matches and
matches with other schools. Frequent trips and residential
holidays round off “an education for the whole child.”

As the reader might suspect, the above paragraphs are
edited from the Preparatory School’s brochure. However,
Headmaster Nigel Helliwell is prepared to expand on them.
“We have a wonderful blend of tradition and state of the art
modern teaching. Our school is large enough to a run an
extensive curriculum and extra-curricular activities and
small enough to provide individual care. Very few Prep

schools have our art, music, computer and
sports facilities. At the

same time,

PREPARATORY SCHOOL

TEACHING CHILDREN AT A GOLDEN
AGE OF LEARNING
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F ifty years on, the class of ’59 were “delighted to
see and feel that the ethos reflected in the motto
was still very much in evidence” at Brentwood

Preparatory School, when 20 of them descended on
Middleton Hall during Family Day in September.

David Wakeling, co-organiser of the reunion with Peter
Harland and Ian Waite, explained: “With some of us not
having met up for over 35 years, the thought of a reunion
for those who began our Brentwood School journeys in
September 1959 invoked mixed feelings of anticipation
and trepidation. However, within five minutes all those
gathered were chatting and reminiscing as if they had
hardly been parted.

“The warm and gracious welcome extended by Nigel and
Jane Helliwell went a long way to making us feel at home.‘

During a guided tour of the classrooms and other facilities,
the party observed “many changes and improvements.”
The tour “brought out vocal memories from all of us with
references to teachers and lessons, sports days and
matches, matrons and dormitories.

“All this was surpassed by the presence of Anne Jarrett
and Frank Halford who had played such vital roles in our
formative education. For many assembled on that
Saturday morning, the Prep represented the happiest
aspect of our school careers.”

The “fifty niners” and wives switched venues to Roden
House as lunch guests of Brentwood School Headmaster
Ian Davies and Mrs. Sara Davies. “We enjoyed meeting
current praepostors who escorted us on an exhaustive tour
of the main school where we were truly amazed at the
resources that had appeared since we had left, roughly 40
years ago,” added David Wakeling.

Attendees were Jonathan Acton, Peter Bailey, Paul
Boddam-Whetham, Fraser Bridges, Peter Dewhurst, Clive
Fedida, Peter Harland, Robert Hollington, Jon Jones,
Harry Kirk, Tim Lamb, David Lawrence, Ian Smith, Andrew
Soutar, John Staines, Tony Stokes, David Wakeling, Mike
White, David Wickens and James Kirk (1962-73). “We also
renewed contact with Richard Baker, Robert Beard, Paul
Callick, Paul Carvosso, Jonathan Chappell, Michael Cook,
Austin Dolezal, Phil Dunn, Ian Kittle, Chris Stean and Chris
Upton who could not make the day”.

David Wakeling is keen to organise a reunion in
September 2010 of those who left Brentwood between
1969 and 1971. He can be contacted on
david.wakeling2@btinternet.com

In 1960, first year Prep School boys posed for a
photograph taken by another of their number, Michael
White. Under Mr. Mallon’s supervision were pictured
(from the top) Porter, Stanfield, Watt and Hollington.
Forty nine years later, a similar group of contemporaries
restaged the photograph in Roden House garden.
Overseen by Prep School Headmaster Nigel Helliwell
were Peter Harland, David Wakeling, Michael White and
Robert Hollington. The latter occupies the same position
in both photographs.

Prep was the happiest part of their school careersPrep was the happiest part of their school careers

PREP SCHOOL REUNION
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we acknowledge the need to develop continually, to meet
the challenges of a changing world.

“Our children achieve very well all round. They are bright,
love learning and are at a golden age of learning where
they are not inhibited from tackling new things. The
children are like sponges or as I heard one of my staff
saying recently, ‘teaching them can be like shovelling coal
into the Flying Scotsman going at full speed!’

Mr. Helliwell feels it is important to underline the approach
to education adopted at Brentwood in comparison to state
primary schools. He notes three main differences.

“First, we are academically selective, so we do not have
the wide range of abilities typical in most schools. This
makes a difference to the speed at which children are
taught. We want them to be challenged. So do their
parents. Second, at the state primaries, one teacher
teaches virtually everything whereas at Brentwood,
teachers specialise in particular subjects. This means that
the children are being taught by teachers who are experts
in their own fields. Third, some subjects such as science,
require special facilities. We have them. So, we are set up
like a small senior school with children moving around for
most subjects. 

“These advantages are reinforced by class sizes. At
Brentwood Prep, these are usually 20 or under whereas
state schools often have half as many again.”

Demand for places
Mr. Helliwell also has an overseeing role in respect of the
“sister” Pre-Preparatory School, headed by Mrs, Sarah
Wilson on an adjacent site at Middleton Hall. Demand for
places at both Prep and Pre-Prep is as great as it has ever
been. The number of children assessed for entry in
January was the highest in 12 years. For the Prep (at
seven years), 80 candidates were chasing approximately
50 places. Similarly, in the Pre-Prep (at three years), 100
were seeking 36 places.

Pupil complements are roughly 240 in the Prep and 140 in
the Pre-Prep. About three-fifths are boys. They are very
much family schools. Half the intake of 75 in the Autumn
followed in their siblings’ footsteps. The catchment area is
essentially local but there has been a slight increase in
pupils from the Romford and Ilford areas.  

About 80 to 90 per cent of pupils go on to the senior
school. There is a “little leakage” each year with a handful
going to the Chelmsford Grammar and the County High
Schools. “However, we have a long history of people who
have gone through the whole school and then moved on to
higher things,” adds Mr. Helliwell.

Staff mix
There are 20 staff in the Prep – about half each male and
female – and 15 teachers in the Pre-Prep. Most are quite
experienced and have been in post for a while. Some have
taught in senior schools and some are OBs. The art
department is headed by Jonathan Garratt (OB). His father
was head of art in the senior school where his mother also
taught art. Mrs. Teresa Woodford, head of sport, won a
recent Brentwood Gazette Contribution to Sport Award.

Pastoral care is based on form teachers with support from
house staff, matron, deputy heads and headmaster. “Small
class sizes and a strong pastoral care structure ensure
each child is challenged, supported and encouraged to
fulfil his or her potential.”

Outsiders often comment on the politeness, smartness,
kindness and self confidence of Brentwood pupils. The
School places a high priority on manners and moral
conduct. Children earn house points for good manners and
helpfulness, as well as excellent work. Virtue Learning and
Manners, the School motto very much endorsed and
adhered to by former Principal Jack Higgs, is as important
as ever.

The house system – Lawrence. Heseltine, Quennell and
Bayman –  enables pupils to feel a sense of collective
responsibility and share common goals. Houses provide
the basis for 10 to 12 competitions a year. “We want every
child to compete. I am a great believer in competition,”
adds Mr. Helliwell.

Over 50 extra-curricular clubs covering a wide range of
sports and pastimes are run after school and during
lunchtimes. They enable students to develop and excel in
their preferred subjects. “Clubs exemplify my philosophy
which is that children should do as many activities as
possible at this age. They help the youngsters to discover
their talents and make the most of them. “

(continued on page 18)

Work and play appear to inspire pupils’ enthusiasm –
with a little help from Headmaster Nigel Helliwell (top
left), Old Brentwood Jonathan Garratt (right) and the
Chaplain, Father David Gilchrist
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An active school council comprises pupil representatives
from every form. In Year 6, all children take on positions of
responsibility, which provide excellent opportunities to
develop collaborative and leadership skills.

Best by a long, long way
Most of the light and spacious classrooms are in Middleton
Hall. All teaching areas are fitted with interactive
whiteboards. Everything on them can be saved and used
again. Two excellent computer suites are used for weekly
ICT lessons, with networked machines for each pupil. A
large music technology room has computers linked to
keyboards, used to teach pupils to read, write and enjoy
music. There are seven music practice rooms. The
spacious drama studio has props, costumes and recording
and timing facilities. One of the two art rooms in the stable
yard contains a kiln and pottery equipment. The design
technology room contains a modern kitchen for teaching
food technology and a computer suite. There is a well
equipped science laboratory. All pupils learn French in a
specially equipped room.

The library and Quiet Room continue to serve their original
purposes at Middleton Hall. They provide elegant and
tranquil areas for study and relaxation and include
computers to aid research work. At lunchtimes, the library
is a hive of activity with pupils reading, researching, writing
book reviews and taking part in literary activities. It has
hosted national poetry recitals and short story writing
competitions, visits from well known authors and library
skills lessons. 

The School hall has sports equipment, a grand piano,
staging and light and sound systems for theatrical
productions.

Many acres of sports pitches and three netball/tennis
courts are used exclusively by Prep pupils. They also
frequent the Brentwood School sports centre, which
includes the 25-metre indoor swimming pool, sports hall,
fencing salle and squash courts, plus the all-weather
floodlit pitch and athletics track. “In summary, the Prep
School facilities and grounds are the best in the area by a
long, long way,” continues Mr. Helliwell.  

SATS results add value
The Prep School’s curriculum is broad, balanced,
challenging and far exceeds the requirements of the
National Curriculum, for example by including Latin. Form
teachers teach English and maths with specialists tackling
subjects such as science, humanities, ICT, sport, music,
drama and art.

Recently, the School has achieved excellent National
Curriculum results. These tests enable comparison of
Brentwood School children’s performance with that of
other schools nationwide. The results place the Prep in the
top five per cent of junior schools in the country in English,
maths and science.

In May 2009, all Year 6 pupils gained the Government
target of level 4 in English, maths and science, whereas
the national averages were 80%, 79% and 88%
respectively. At level 5, the pupils scored over twice the
national average: English 79% (national 29%), maths 67%
(national 35%), science 72% (national 35.7%).

Recent English results were the best the School has
achieved and reflect progress in literacy. Some 93% of
pupils achieved level 5 in the reading section of the English
test. This reflects a very strong English department, the
appointment of a ‘Literacy across the Curriculum’ co-
ordinator and recent developments in the Library.

Fund raising Fudge flies the charity flag

Brentwood Prep pupils raise significant sums for charities every year. A charity co-ordinator selects from the many
suggestions put forward by pupils, staff, parents and outside agencies. Charity representatives speak to the
children about their organisations’ work.  Often, the pupils’ own school council visits a charity.

Most events are organised and run by the pupils. In July, the School holds a charity afternoon in which every Year 6
pupil organises and runs a charity stall. In 2009, Brentwood Prep supported the Chikupira Foundation, Essex Air
Ambulance, The Dogs’ Trust, Great Ormond Street Hospital, Georgia’s Teenage Cancer Appeal, Christian Hope
“Seeds of Hope Appeal,” Hopefield Animal Sanctuary, Children in Need, British Heart Foundation, SNAP, Bethany Girls
School, Jerusalem, Smile Train and Comic Relief.

In 2007, former pupil Tim Hughes taught at the Chikupira School, Malawi. After forming a foundation charity, he launched
a campaign to raise funds to purchase equipment for this school. He spoke about his hopes to Prep School assemblies.
Since then, children and families have raised over £10,000 which has enabled the school to build new classrooms.

Fudge, a large teddy bear, was donated to the School by Les Polden, father of former pupil Michael who died of
cardiomyopathy. Fudge was his thank you for the money the Prep raised for the cadiomyopathy charity. Fudge has
become a symbol of the School’s charity raising. He attends events and even “presents” cheques. He has
accompanied Prep School children on their holidays and has travelled to Australia, Dubai, Canada, La Manga,
Gibraltar, India and the North Pole.

From School House to
Middleton Hall

Founded in 1892, Brentwood Preparatory School’s
first classes were held in the School House dining
room. With successive expansions, the Prep

moved to Roden House, the Hermitage and, in 1949, to
its present HQ, the 18th century mansion of Middleton
Hall. Boarding ceased in 1992. Originally an all boys
establishment, the School has been fully co-educational
since 1999. The Pre-Prep building opened in 1996.
Further building was completed in 2003/4, including the
Higgs Building which houses the office, Year 3
classrooms, drama suite, the French room and ICT suite.
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Half learn an instrument
Brentwood Prep School is very proud of its musical
tradition. Class activities include singing and composing.
Thirteen visiting music staff provide individual, instrumental
tuition to over 100 pupils – about half the total.

Concerts and music recitals give the school orchestra, flute
choir and other ensembles the opportunity to develop
confidence and performing skills. An assembly orchestra
accompanies children’s singing each morning: anyone
who wants to play among those who can read music does
so with the hymns. Every child sings in a choir and there is
now a chamber choir to challenge the better choristers.
This year, the school choir has reached the National Choirs
Final on March 29th at the Royal Festival Hall.

Drama is taught to every class. There are major
productions, ranging from musicals and nativity plays to
Shakespeare workshops. Every child takes part in
something. Regular visits are made to local theatres to see
professional actors. Many children follow the popular
courses run by the London Academy of Music and
Dramatic Arts (LAMDA) at lunchtimes and after school.
Stage Crazy, a performing arts school is very well
attended. Ballet and jazz dance classes are popular in the
extra-curricular programme.

There is an annual art exhibition. Each term the school
hosts a creative writing course for gifted and talented
children in local schools; these are led by well known
children’s authors.

Fun for everyone
Every week, children take part in at least four hours of
sport, led by specialist teachers and coaches. Sports are
viewed in four categories: sport for all, extra-curricular,
house competitions and school teams. “Sport should be
fun for everyone at Brentwood Prep,”emphasises the
Headmaster.

A wide range of extra curricular sport is on offer before,
during and after school – some pursuits are just for fun,
others enable children to train and compete at a high level.
The range of sports include athletics, ballet, basketball,

chess, cross country, cricket, fencing, football, gymnastics,
hockey, jazz dance, netball, rounders, rugby, squash,
tennis and water polo.

There are sports matches against other schools on most
days, after which parents are invited into Middleton Hall for
teas while players sit down for a post-match meal with the
opposition.  Mrs Helliwell often helps to serve these match
teas.  ‘As well as learning to play sport in the right spirit,
pupils learn vital social skills through these occasions,”
comments Mr. Helliwell.  It is also a great time for pupils,
staff and parents to meet.  The family feel of the Prep
School is very important.”

The School has a long history of sporting excellence and
several former pupils have gone on to achieve great
things. Currently, there are nine county players – four
tennis, three chess and two cricket. One boy took part in
the U 10 World Tennis Championships in Croatia and
another is ranked in the top 16 in the UK. Chess is led by
the current Essex chess coach. 

The School is currently East of England champions in four
sports – fencing,
netball, cross country
and gymnastics.  The
girls fencing team
holds the national 
title and the girls 
gym team has won 
the Essex County
championships for the
last six years and
finished seventh in
Great Britain last year.
Recently, the School
won the Essex
Football Cup.  Rugby
is not quite as strong
as soccer but it’s very
much on an upward
curve and in recent
years the rugby teams
have competed in the
national Prep School
competitions.

Inspecting schools keeps him up to date
Nigel Helliwell was appointed Headmaster of Brentwood Preparatory School in 2005 

He attended the Crossley and Porter Grammar School in Yorkshire where he was in
the same rugby team as Brian Moore, the England hooker but was preferred to that
gentleman as the School’s rugby captain. He recalls taking rugby training at school
“when the coach told me I should be a teacher.”

Nigel studied accordingly at the University of Staffordshire, graduating as a
Bachelor of Education in 1985. He gained his Master’s degree in curriculum studies
from the London University Institute of Education in 1992. He played county
standard rugby and cricket and now enjoys a round of golf.

His first school was Ilkley Grammar where he taught maths and sport. There followed appointments at Ipswich
School, Holmwood House in Colchester and at Colfe’s in south London before he came to Brentwood.

Nigel is a schools inspector which involves linking up with OFSTED people and other head teachers to cast a
practiced eye over what other establishments are doing. “Being an inspector takes up three days of my time
each year.  It is the work of inspection itself which is the best form of training for running a school. It really
keeps me up to date.”

Bye, bye. Thanks for
reading about us.
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Jack Higgs left for pastures new in Hertfordshire in 1971. He
was succeeded by Sidney Beresford-Davies. When the
latter left for Temple Grove School in 1980, Frank was
temporarily in charge for a term before John Marchant arrived.

Nigel de la Poer, a Wellingtonian and nephew of Earl de
la Poer, was boarding house master with David Bull,
succeeding him as senior housemaster. “He came as a
temporary appointment but stayed longer than anticipated.
He produced plays and taught English very well. He was
great company. Many’s the time I would go up to his room
at the end of a day’s work and have a sherry. He had to
retire because of ill health and died in his fifties.” 

Beatrice Boardman retired and presented the clock in the
playground. “It is said of this device that it does not tell the
time. It claps its hands.” Miss Roberts and Miss Cadman
were strict disciplinarians. Miss Bothwell (Bothy) was not
so strong on discipline but very likeable.

Miss Lagden, the matron, left in the 1960s, after marrying.
Caroline Bussey, young and pretty, was matron
subsequently. “I remember once coming into the Quiet
Room to find her beautifully dressed with a fetching hat.
She was just off to Ascot.”

Jack Gordon, the caretaker had his HQ was under a
classroom which was subject to from the smoke of his pipe
coming up through the floorboards.

Frank Halford concluded:” I was often asked after I retired
what i missed most. My answer was always immediate: the
fun and laughter in the staff room. I was very lucky to have
such a happy place to work in.”

David Bull: a gentleman who
did not count his change

Few members of Brentwood Preparatory School’s staff
made such an impact on the lives and upbringing of
pupils as David Bull. A nephew of Earl Gage and a

Wykehamist, he  joined the Prep School staff in 1961. He
retired due to ill health in 1983 and died in 1990. In his 22
years at the Prep, he was house master, form master and,
for most of that time, senior resident master in charge of the
boarders. He was football and cricket coach, pianist,
composer and the finest of chess coaches.

Frank Halford recalls taking the first steps to promote
chess within the school. “Jack Higgs allowed me to buy a
chess set for the boys and then to buy another six. Interest
in the subject ballooned and I got the school playing in
tournaments. I was an enthusiastic chess player but David
Bull was a very good one. 

“He was a wonderful character. He played the piano like a
professional and could have been a night club pianist. He
had a Triumph Spitfire then a Bentley. Just  switching it on
cost him half a crown. (Jack Higgs had a Morris Traveller). 

“David was very, very popular with the boys. He knew
absolutely how to get on their wavelength. He was quick to
say what was good in each and excelled at writing reports
which summed up a boy’s character in a refreshing and
often memorable way.” 

After many years of staff room chuckles over howlers by
boys and staff, David Bull asserted that “we should have a
book in which all these gems are written down.”
Accordingly, he filled a couple of exercise books. From
these, the best were selected and a booklet was published
by Frank Halford in his memory. Frank recalls a saying
from David Bull which conditioned his approach to life. “No
gentleman counts his change.” 

Brentwood a family affair

Frank Halford attended Alleyn’s School, Dulwich
and trained as a teacher at the College of St.
Mark and St. John, Chelsea, specialising in

French. He later took the examinations of the Institute
of Linguists, passing with distinction.

He did National Service with the Royal Army
Educational Corps in Bodmin and was attached to a
light ack-ack battery in Leicester. At a Norfolk airfield,
he delivered current affairs lectures before being
posted to Lincoln. 

From 1954 to 1959, Frank taught in primary schools in
Pimlico and St. Albans and was an assistant in a lycee
in Arras for a term. He was at Brentwood Prep for 32
years, the last 22 as second master, retiring in 1991.

Frank married Lacey in 1956. Their three sons went
through Brentwood Prep and Main School: John (1965-
75), Peter (1966-77) and David (1969-80). From the
age of five, John was always going to do “something
electronic.” He went on to read electronic engineering
at Salford University. He is a film editor and occasional
TV reporter, living near Norwich.

Peter Halford read geography at Aberystwyth. He is a
senior director of BNP Paribas, a global real estate
company. David Halford showed an early interest in the
world of communications. He joined a print club in the
junior school and was given a little printing press. He joined
BBC Worldwide, where he is a senior executive and Head
of Ethical Policy and Environmental Development.

Under the guidance of David Bull (left) and Frank Halford,
Brentwood Prep won the National Primary Schools chess
finals. The pupils were (back row left and right) Cook and
Paul Callick; (centre from the left) Fraser Bridges; Simon
Booth; Harvey and John Thorogood; (front row from the
left) Chris Tarrant, Leon Lewis and Peter Bailey.
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W hen Frank Halford turned up for interview for
a post at Brentwood Preparatory School in
1959, he found himself facing both Principal

Jack Higgs and Main School Headmaster Charles
Allison. The latter had overseen Frank’s scholarly
destiny as a pupil at Alleyn’s School, Dulwich during
World War II.  For much of the conflict, Alleyn’s was
evacuated to Lancashire and took over about half of
Rossall School.

The outcome was that Frank joined the staff in September
as the form master of Remove 2, teaching English, French,
maths, geography and history. He did not then anticipate
that he would be at Brentwood for the rest of his career,
most of it as the Prep’s Second Master.

He observed and played his part in a period of great
change at the Prep in terms of buildings, equipment and
management – a period enriched by a procession of rare
and rich characters who comprised the school’s staff.

“In the early days, it was a world of blackboards and
easels, chalk and upright desks with sloping lids. Meals
were taken at long tables with staff seated at one end – a
far cry from the modern practice of self service. We used
to grow our own vegetables where the Nuffield Hospital
now stands. Boys came to school by bus and bike or
walked. There was a big bike shed. There was no car park
but then few staff had cars.

“When I started, two members of staff stayed on duty to
look after the boarders. The routine is fixed in the memory:
school ending at 3.45, tea at 5.00, prep from 6.00 to 6.30
for the juniors; longer for the seniors. The boarders’
Christmas party, attended by staff and spouses, was
another fixture. There would be organised games and the

boarders would put on little plays.”

Frank’s primary pedagogical forte was French, especially
for the two upper classes. For several of his charges, the
foundations were laid for serious study of languages in the
senior school and at university. For example, Andrew
Gillies works as a translator at the European Parliament. 

However, football accounted for much of his time. He took a
soccer coaching course at Oxford, supervised the Under
10s and then managed the First XI. “On Tuesdays and
Fridays, my lunchtimes would be spent pumping up footballs
and threading the laces ready for the afternoon matches.”

In the early 1960s, a building programme got under way.
Three classrooms were built off the stable yard and an
assembly hall followed. A swimming pool was installed in
the late 1960s by the side of Taskers, now the
headmaster’s house. It is no longer there, having been
superseded by the facility at the main school’s sports
centre. Tennis courts were laid down for use by both Prep
and Main School. A car park was laid out in response to the
growing “motorisation” of staff and parents. 

In the mid-1960s, the boarding strength was increased
from 41 to 58, making Hall slightly larger than the day boy
houses. Until then, sporting honours had been even.
Although Hall had had fewer boys, they played so much
together and were probably fitter. After Hall became a
bigger house, they swept the sporting board so, in 1969 or
1970, a new house, Bayman, was created with the
boarders divided among the four houses. David Bull,
formerly Hall house master, took over Bayman. 

There were 10 staff and 9 forms in 1959; and 13 full time
and two part-time staff and 10 forms in 1991.

Frank’s keenest memories concern his colleagues. “They
are too many to mention, although many spring to mind.”
In 1959, art, music and physical education classes were
conducted by main school staff: respectively Mr. Whitfeld,
Miss Greaves and Mr. Odell. 

Frank worked closely with Second Master David Curtis
before the latter left to take over at St Mary’s, Shenfield in
1968. His enthusiasm for football rubbed off on Frank. Bill
Davies succeeded him briefly as Second Master before the
mantle passed to Frank who wore it for 22 years. Bill Davies
left to become headmaster of a school in the north. Within a
year, he had decided to return to Brentwood and to his old
form, the Remove. “He was a wonderful schoolmaster, one
of the most dedicated and caring men I have ever known.
We remained great friends. He retired in 1988 after 29 years’
service. Sadly, he was to live only another four years.”

Like Frank Halford and Bill Davies, Anne Jarrett joined the
staff in 1959. “She retired in 1986, lives locally and is still
going strong. She is a godmother to my son David and we
often see each other.

“I remember with particular affection Ann Pepper with her
infectious enthusiasm and that lovely person Isobel
Hobbs, wife of England cricketer Robin Hobbs, who
tragically died young. They taught junior forms.”

French, football, colleagues of character
and a happy place to work
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A long playing record entitled ‘Memories of
Brentwood Prep’ was put together for Charles and
Rita Allison when the former retired from the main

school’s headmastership in December 1965. Conceived
and developed over the preceding months, it was offered
as “a token of gratitude and an abiding memento of a part
of the school of which we have always known them to be
particularly fond.”

Principal Jack Higgs wrote the text for the record sleeve
which provides an insight into a confident and deliberate
world of junior schooling 45 years ago. His spare style
meant that mentioned pupils were lucky even to get an
initial to accompany their surnames. (In 1965, Christian
names were rarely used by staff or indeed among the
pupils themselves).

There is a succinct note on the Latin motto ‘Incipe’,
invented by Dr. West (Headmaster 1852-70). “It is neither
so venerable or official as ‘Virtue, Learning and Manners’
which came from the 1622 Charter, a reissue of the one
drawn up by the founder himself. Incipe may be translated
as ‘Make a good start’, though the boys of Dr. West’s day
are said to have paraphrased it ‘kick off’.”

Side 1 is largely a sequence of items touching on various
aspects of Prep school life. Side 2 was essentially devoted
to the 1965 Speech Day.

During a tour of the classrooms, the following masters and
mistresses are heard:

Mr Curtis taking maths in Junior Remove C; Mrs Hay instils
both learning and manners in a talk with Form 4; Mr.
Halford corrects French pronounciation in Junior Remove
B; Mrs Fisher introduces elocution in Remove 3, where

Pryor recites ‘The Donkey’ from Punch and an anthology
compiled by Hayden Perry; Mr. Bull reads a story by CS
Lewis to Form 2.

Mr. Davies takes a Latin lesson in Junior Remove B; Miss Hill
takes basketry in a Remove 2 handicraft class and especially
commends Morris; Mr Armor examines a poem with older
boys, and Miss Jarrett a parable with Form 3; the School
caterer, Mrs. Hagerty, is heard giving a menu for lunch.

After lunch, the cheering of sports heats and Mr Odell
starting a swimming race are heard as examples of the
many sporting activities. The Cubs give a “grand howl.”

Mr. Moreton is heard rehearsing the 1965 orchestra in ‘The
Soldiers March’ by Handel and Miss Greaves the recorder
group as they play Bourree, also by Handel. Miss Greaves’
choir sings ‘You spotted snakes’, the song with which
Tatania is lulled to sleep in ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’
and ‘Marie’s Wedding’, set to a Scottish dance tune. Choir
and students are listed and appear to include Charlie
Bean, now Deputy Governor of the Bank of England and
MP Fabian Hamilton.

Mr. Higgs admits that the record “is not really a full record
of Prep School life. Outdoor activities are only hinted at;
extra curricular clubs are no more than suggested.. The
million and one important lessons from ‘thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy soul’ to ‘squeeze your toothpaste
from the bottom of the tube’ could never be
comprehended.”

Mr Higgs noted that while many staff had a hand in
recording the material, the “most difficult and tedious work”
of editing the master tape was mostly undertaken by Mr.
Halford “to whom warm thanks are due.”

Howling cubs and spotted snakes helped
the Allisons to remember the Prep
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Halford’s ten out of ten
meant so much to
Douglas Adams

The late Douglas Adams (1959-70) always remembered
the profound influence which Frank Halford had on his
approach to composition and structured writing. In

1998, the Daily Mail published profiles of both men in which
the author acknowledged his debt to his teacher and the
teacher recalled “a friendly and intelligent boy who obviously
had a flair for English.” Edited versions follow.

Douglas Adams: I was nine or ten when I met Frank
Halford, my form master who taught me English and
French. I immediately warmed to his friendly, enthusiastic
manner and I instinctively trusted him. I always looked
forward to his sessions which were purely focussed on
composition – not spelling, grammar, comprehension – just
the art of constructing stories. (FH: His grammar and
spelling were excellent. I was very hot on both).

I was awarded ten out of ten for a story about a group of
adventurers in search of hidden treasure. That had
tremendous effect on my confidence as a writer and even
today that ten out of ten is my touchstone. Whenever I’m
facing writer’s block, trying to delve deeply into the well of
my subconscious for some material. I always recall that
story and that mark. Millions of copies in sales, glowing
book reviews, a position on the bestseller lists – all mean
nothing in comparison. Mr Halford made me feel I could
achieve anything if I put my mind to it.

Frank Halford: Hundreds of boys have passed through
the School but Douglas Adams really stood out from the
crowd. He was very tall and in his short trousers he looked
a trifle self conscious. Yet it was his ability to write first
class stories that really made him shine.

I remember him as being friendly and intelligent and from
the first it was obvious that he had a flair for English. There
was a definite sparkle in his style and he showed a talent
for original thought. In 1962, he wrote a story which so
impressed me that I gave him ten out of ten – something I
had never done before and have never done since. It was
technically and creatively perfect; a remarkable piece of
work for a boy of that age.

I remember how impressed I was by the sketch he wrote
for the boarders’ Christmas party in 1963. He called it Dr

Which, an obvious parody of the famously successful Dr
Who, which had started the same year. Little did I realise
that the 11-year-old boy who wrote it would go on to be a
scriptwriter and editor for Dr. Who. 

Hugs from a singing atheist
In May 2001, the Halfords were holidaying in the United
States.” I emailed Douglas from Santa Barbara and we met
up with him and Jane and their daughter Polly. It was an
excellent occasion. I had saved one last film in my camera
to take a photograph of us all together but in the
exhilaration of the talk, I forgot about it. ‘Never mind, I
thought; next time.’ But there was to be no next time. A few
days later, my son phoned me to say that Douglas had
died. It was a terrible shock.”

Douglas was a great friend of fellow atheist Professor
Richard Dawkins who paid tribute to him in The Guardian,
corresponded with Frank Halford and delivered a memorial
lecture. Despite his atheism, Douglas hosted annual carol
singing evenings at his London home, a tradition continued
by his wife Jane since his death. Frank and Lacey Halford
have continued to attend.

“When we met at the Prep School centenary in 1992, he
gave me a big hug. Douglas was very good at giving hugs.”
The following year, Frank and Lacey stayed with Douglas
at his vineyard home in Provence. “He gave me a crate. I
have one bottle left which I shall not be drinking.” 

Still saving the Rhino
Following his book Last Chance to See, Douglas
Adams became founder patron of Save the Rhino.
Every year since his death, the Douglas Adams
Memorial Lecture is given at the Royal Geographical
Society in aid of Save the Rhino. 

Frank Halford goes every year. This year, he attended
with son Peter, a member of the RGS, to hear Marcus
du Sautoy, Professor for Public Understanding of
Science and Professor of Mathematics at Oxford on
“42: the answer to life, the universe and prime
numbers.”

Halford on Adams the schoolboy: “His ability to write first
class stories really made him shine.”

Brentwood Prep in 1965. Back row: David Bull, Roy Armor, Donald Whitfeld, Jack Higgs, David Curtis, Bill Davies, Frank
Halford, A.N.Other. Centre row: Fred ????, assistant caretaker; Jack Gordon, caretaker; V. Hawes, sewing room; Mrs.
Abel, domestic; Janet Cambell, matron or assistant matron; A.N.Other; A.N.Other; A.N.Other; Ernie ????, head gardener.
Front row: Mrs. Beard, secretary; Kay Fisher, Mrs. Hagerty, caterer; Cathy Greaves; Charles Allison; Brenda Higgs; Joan
Hill, Anne Jarrett, Helen Hay 



Over 200 Brentwood School CCF cadets, officers and former pupils travelled to Belgium in
October to witness the dedication and unveiling of a commemorative plaque in St. George’s
Church, Ypres. It reads: “In grateful memory of the members of Brentwood School who gave
their lives for their country in the Great War and subsequent conflicts.”

A service was led by the Chaplain, Father David Gilchrist. Second Master David Taylor
conducted the choir while the organist was the School’s Director of Music, David Pickthall.
The anthem ‘Hear My Prayer’ featured treble soloist Oliver Valentini. The bible reading was
by Grace Sees and the Standard was presented by Head of School Alex Quigley.

John Norris CBE, Old Brentwood, Governor and Deputy Lord Lieutenant of Essex read
’Falling Leaves’ by Margaret Postgate Cole. Colin Finch, Old Brentwood and Chairman of the
Governors, led the dedication of the memorial. Headmaster Ian Davies read from ‘For the
Fallen’ by Laurence Binyon. 

Godfrey Thomas, a master at Brentwood for 35 years, spoke about the pupils he had taught
who had died in various wars and spoke of Old Brentwoods who had fought and died in the
Ypres Salient. Godfrey is the author of ‘Everyone a Hero’ which commemorates the 250 men
whose names appear on the School War Memorials. An updated edition was given to all the
cadets who took part in the Ypres service.

The service was followed by a reception provided by Headmaster Ian Davies at the Novotel.

Mr. Davies commented: “I was very proud of both the cadets and the choir. They
represented the School with great pride and helped make the day a very memorable and
moving occasion.”

Nigel Carr, Officer Commanding Brentwood
School CCF with (from left) James Lennox, Philip
Turrell and Alex Rigler, respectively senior cadets
in the Navy, Air Force and Army sections
contemplate the commemorative plaque

Second Master David Taylor,
Oliver Valentini and Director of

Music David Pickthall

From left: Oliver Condon, Alex
Quigley and James Lennox
represent the three CCF sections
at the Menin Gate

Mealtime: Chrissy Law, Sophie
Jarvis, Iona Talintyre and
Rebecca Lismon

“Good job done,
David?” 
“I think so, David”

Relaxing after the ceremony: Georgina
Flowers, Daisy Rice and Caroline Stevens

David Tee (left) and Godfrey
Thomas at Hill 62

Treble soloist Oliver Valentini with fellow
choristers (from left) Yasmin Malik, Iona Talintyre,
Rebecca Lismon and Isabel Cooper

Old Brentwoods President David Oldham greets Head
of School Alex Quigley as former presidents look on



Sarah Ponting: not prepared for
the utter exhaustion

The first five days presented continually changing weather,
starting very hot and dusty for the first day and a half but
getting progressively colder with more wind depending on
where we were climbing and the extent of shelter. 

Each day, we would get up around 6 am and walk for four
to five hours at a slow pace. Having reached camp, we
would walk a further 200-300 metres upwards before
coming back down. This routine assisted acclimatisation.
The guides were brilliant and the food was great
considering where we were.

Climbing steadily higher, I didn’t really experience any effect
from altitude – until the summit night. We arrived at base
camp in the afternoon, had some dinner and slept for a few
hours before getting up at midnight to climb from 4600
metres to the summit at 5895 metres. This stage was very
steep with the final half rock climbing. Base camp
temperature was -10 degrees and it got colder as we
climbed, so we had on every layer possible. We had to keep
drinking our water to make sure it didn’t freeze.

Despite walking very slowly, as I got
above 5000 metres I got very bad
altitude sickness. I was throwing
up every 10 metres and
needing to rest, getting very
short of breath and fatigued.
Another girl was also unwell, so
we stuck together and took it
very slowly, although still ahead of
most of the group. Climbing in the
dark, you feel separated from everyone,
although sunrise revealed we were a lot closer
together than we had thought.

When we reached the crater, the sun was rising and I had
been sick for about four hours.  I decided to walk the last 100
metres to the highest point of the crater, despite advice to go
down. After making about half way, I found I could not stand
up and had to go down the mountain very quickly with a
guide. I have never felt so unwell! It was an absolutely
horrible feeling and I wasn’t prepared for the utter
exhaustion. Despite all the warnings about altitude sickness,

you hope it won’t happen to you.

That morning we climbed down
half way, then took a further

day to get off the
mountain.

Everyone found summit
night much harder than

they thought it would be.
You hear all the stories

prior to climbing but there is
nothing like being there and

experiencing it.

The summit of Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania (5,895
metres) hosted two Old Brentwoods within a few
weeks of each other last Autumn. Sarah Ponting and

Lucie Bridge (both 1996-2003) walked and scrambled up
the highest peak in Africa despite experiencing altitude
problems.

They did so within organised parties to raise money for
charity. Sarah chalked up £7,300 for Bowel Cancer (UK)
and Lucie £4,964 for the Princess Alexandra Hospital
Charitable Fund and its breast cancer services.

Sarah took the Ronghai route with her work companion
Rachel McCulloch who was also raising money for Bowel
Cancer (UK). Taking the Machame route, Lucie was
accompanied by Mrs. Karen Selby, whose children Elliott,
Lauren and Daryl were all Brentwood School pupils.

Here’s how they got to the peak.

Lucie Bridge: it’s the hardest
thing I’ve ever done

I was fortunate to not really suffer from altitude or acute
mountain sickness (AMS) which can affect people
differently and also completely randomly. Fitness doesn’t
always come into it. My only condition was a headache
when I reached 4700 metres with several hundred metres
to go. It was constant but not debilitating and I dosed
myself up regularly with Paracetamol and Ibruprofen to

keep it at bay. Others suffered quite badly, with chest
infections, fainting, nausea and shortness of breath. One
lady stopped breathing whilst sleeping, only to catch her
breath waking up in a panic attack, apparently another
symptom of AMS. Another guy needed oxygen at the top
and thought he was in the Caribbean!

The first four days were really enjoyable, long trekking with
regular breaks and incredible scenery. On day three, we
climbed the Barranco Wall, involving some scrambling up
this steep mountain wall. I had some pretty hairy moments
as I looked down the hundreds of metres I’d climbed. At the
top of the wall, we were greeted by our porters who sang
and danced. Everyone was in tears and very emotional.

Summit night was tough. We woke at 11.30pm, having
walked for six hours earlier that day, and ate our porridge
whilst being briefed by our guide. Two hours into the walk,
I felt really good. Walking by moonlight felt pretty surreal.
We had on six layers of clothing and had water bottles
stuffed down our jackets as we were expecting our
platypus tubes to freeze up.

Three hours in, I started to feel the effects of altitude. Every
step took so much energy. Everyone was silent and
insular, not speaking, just concentrating. Karen Selby and
I would focus on a rock a few metres ahead, aim for it and
then make a new target. It took nine hours to reach the
peak. It’s the hardest thing I’ve ever done but I’m so proud
of having done it.

LLUUCCIIEE AANNDD SSAARRAAHH WWEERREE DDEETTEERRMMIINNEEDD TTOO RREEAACCHH TTHHEE VVEERRYY TTOOPP OOFF AAFFRRIICCAA AANNDD TTHHEEYY’’VVEE DDOONNEE IITTLLUUCCIIEE AANNDD SSAARRAAHH WWEERREE DDEETTEERRMMIINNEEDD TTOO RREEAACCHH TTHHEE VVEERRYY TTOOPP OOFF AAFFRRIICCAA AANNDD TTHHEEYY’’VVEE DDOONNEE IITT
Now they want to do more

Sarah is scheduled to run the London Marathon in
April in aid of the brain injury unit where she works
as a physiotherapist – the Regional Rehabilitation
Unit, Northwick Park Hospital, Harrow. This is to raise
money for equipment and to increase awareness of
brain injuries and their impact on people’s lives. She
plans to climb to Everest Base Camp in 2011 with the
same group of Kilimanjaro veterans. Lucie says she
is “thinking about” the Inca Trail in 2011 for the
Princess Alexandra fund – and she was Miss
February on the charity’s calendar.

A multi-layered Sarah Ponting makes it to Gilman’s Point.
All worth it again as Sarah (left) and her friend Rachel
McCulloch celebrate

Lucie Bridge contemplates a cold night under canvas but
it’s all worth it when Lucie and Karen Selby (right) reach
Uhuru Peak
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A flash flood in Petra, a charging elephant in
Botswana, a car crash in Namibia and getting
lost in the Tatra mountains of Slovakia have

added spice to Bill Wastell’s ventures into wildlife and
travel photography. He has covered a good part of the
globe, working in extremes of temperature to produce
over 2,500 shots, now housed and categorised on his
own website.

Bill (1951-57) started taking pictures as a kid with a Box
Brownie but developed his photographic interests only
gradually. His burgeoning skills proved useful in his work
as an architect, taking pictures during building surveys and
site appraisals. They improved further when he joined a
photographic club. His pursuit of wildlife and travel
subjects dates from about 15 years ago. The family having
flown the nest, Bill and his wife Ros had more time and
money for travelling and trekking, both in the UK and in
more distant parts. “I soon realised that wildlife and travel
photography were my special interests.”

Outdoor photography involves planning where and when
to shoot, assessing the best viewpoints, enlisting the right
equipment and shooting at the best time of year. Most of
Bill’s pictures have been taken with Canon SLR cameras
and a range of lenses, first on 35mm film then digital.

“Carrying six to eight kilogrammes of kit in a backpack is
OK when you are younger but can be quite exhausting so
nowadays I tend to travel lighter.  Whatever equipment you
use, the key is to be able to see a good shot and to tell a
story with your pictures.” 

Weather, temperature and environment can produce
formidable technical problems.  “Extreme cold in the Arctic
(-20C) can exhaust batteries quickly and blizzard whiteouts
can be very sudden. Humidity in the tropics can cause the
camera to fog up. Dust storms in the desert can get into the
camera and ruin your equipment.  In wild areas, it is
essential to have good maps and/or a good guide.”

Bill has experienced thankfully few problems with officials,
although, more recently with the threat of terrorism, local
police and militia can be over cautious towards
photographers. 

“Luckily, we have not had too many serious incidents.  We
were once caught in a torrential storm and flash flood in
Petra when, in minutes, the desert turned into swirling
rivers and waterfalls crashed over cliffs. That was very
dramatic! In Botswana, we were quietly following a herd of
elephants in a jeep with our ranger when one young bull
turned and charged us without warning and we had to beat
a very hasty retreat!. 

“On another trip, we rolled our car in a very remote part of
Namibia that required an emergency evacuation and two
weeks in hospital in Windhoek. Whilst walking in the High
Tatra Mountains in Slovakia we were caught in a sudden
mountain mist at 8,000 feet in wild country and just
managed to make it to a remote mountain refuge.  All
memorable experiences! 

“We are lucky to have travelled to about 60 countries and
most of them have produced a few special shots. The Taj
Mahal at dawn from across the Yamuna River, the

procession of animals at a waterhole in Etosha National
Park, Namibia and the first glimpse of Machu Picchu in the
Peruvian Andes stand out. Africa is my favourite location,
with so many different countries, environments and
photographic subjects.” 

In 2008, the Wastells enjoyed a trip to Ecuador, including
the Galapagos, Peru and Bolivia. In 2009, they went to
Australia, mainly to visit a daughter and  family who are
temporarily resident. They are returning to Australia in
2010. More modestly, they hope to photograph puffins on
the Farne Islands in June. 

Bill Wastell ARIBA, ARPS left Brentwood in 1957 and
studied architecture at the Regent Street Polytechnic
School of Architecture, doing a ten-year evening course
whilst working for a London practice in the day, eventually
qualifying in 1968. After various jobs with several practices,
he became an associate with a large London commercial
practice and then company architect to an international
development company, with projects in America and the
Middle East.  In 1979, he started his own practice in
Hitchin, Hertfordshire, retiring in 2005.

Bill married Ros in 1966 and they lived at Epping, Hertford
and, for the past 35 years, at Welwyn.  Although
temporarily residing in Australia, the couple have three
daughters and seven grandchildren. Eldest daughter Kerry
lives in High Easter, where she has met fellow residents
Chris Dyer and Mike Parnell, both OBs from Bill’s year.

From Box Brownies to bull elephants

Wastell’s wildlife website
Around five years ago, Bill started his travel
website www.billwastellphotography.co.uk to
catalogue and display his growing collection of
travel, landscape and natural history photographs,
which now number over 2,500. Some have been
sold through the website and private exhibitions
and he utilises them in greetings cards. An African
selection appears opposite.

Pelicans on the bench,
zebras at the bar and a
hungry hornbill presented
no danger to Bill Wastell.
Photographing leopards
by night needed to be
done carefully. The rhino
began indicating that Mr
Wastell ought to make
himself scarce. The
young bull elephant went
further. Seconds after
this shot was taken in
Botswana, he charged
the jeep. Fortunately, the
vehicle had a watchful
and efficient driver.
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two evacuee brothers, named as Eddie and Terry Colbert.
It transpired that their surname was really Cohen,
reflecting a desperate concern by worried parents to cover
up their sons’ Jewish identity in the event of invasion.

Roy served for a while in a Home Guard unit, consisting
mainly of electricity board people. He recalls being
positioned at the top of St. Thomas’ Church trying to spot
signs of invasion, perhaps paratroopers. He found his role
unconvincing. Roy admits to empathising with Private Pike
on such occasions.

Under Sarge’s supervision, Roy helped remove the .22
rifles from the School’s armoury and accompanied his
father in a lorry to the Tower of London, whence the rifles
were no doubt distributed to other Home Guard units. 

John Norris (1936-46) boarded as a junior in School
House annexe for two years. When the bombing started in
1940, his father thought he would be safer at home on
Little Warley Hall Farm. However, the farm and fields were
hit 57 times – one bomb per acre – compared with ten hits
at the School, including the one that burnt down the old
pavilion.

David Stacey (1942-48) felt that his father’s Home Guard
platoon in Brentwood epitomised Dad’s Army. Corporal,
Sergeant, later Lieutenant Arthur Stacey, a veteran of the
Machine Gun Corps in the Great War, was cast in the
Captain Mainwaring role in respect of a Brentwood unit.
“He had a revolver but had only been issued with five
bullets – not much with which to defend the town.” There
was a Vickers heavy machine gun mounted on its tripod in
the Stacey drawing room and a Browning light machine
gun under David’s bed. Whether the utility of either of
these weapons was enhanced by the availability of
ammunition, David could not say.

His own war effort remains fresh in the mind. “Polishing my
father’s gaiters with dark brown shoe polish was probably
my only contribution to the defence of the realm. Dad’s
Army was an absolute take off of my father’s platoon. Many
members would not have looked out of place under
Captain Mainwaring’s leadership.”

Jimmy Graham (1942-48) was desperate to act as a
Home Guard messenger on acquiring a new bicycle. The
13-year-old’s claim that he was over the required age of 15
was not questioned by the authorities. He went to teach-ins
about his role and enjoyed plenty of weekend practice
whizzing round collecting messages from Home Guard
units and delivering them to Brentwood fire station.

However, Jimmy’s first prospective taste of action was
unrealised. He was supposed to report to the fire station
post-haste following an air raid and was about to set off to
do his duty when his mother countermanded the Home
Guard’s instructions. “You’re not going anywhere. You’re
coming down the shelter.” Duty undischarged. Shades of
Mrs. Pike and Frank?

Nor were the pupils of Brentwood School averse to the
prospect of creating a little destruction and violence
themselves.

German aircraft used to fly up the Thames Estuary.
Sometimes they would drop bombs in the Brentwood and
Mountnessing areas, possibly because agricultural barns
may have looked like military targets or because they needed

to jettison the bombs because low fuel, damage or pursuing
fighters meant they were in a hurry to get back to base.

Roy Stevenson and Alan Page patrolled the School’s
playing fields in search of unexploded incendiary bombs
before younger boys found them. They once found a
canister containing 12 devices in Middleton Hall Lane and
took them to the fives court for collection by the army.

However, one of these younger pupils, Don Seager (1942-
48) was a keen observer of Luftwaffe practice and was no
slouch when it came to finding unexploded incendiary
bombs. He picked one up, brought it to school and put it in
his desk. Classmate Derek Cooper then sneaked on him to
Geoff Kidd. “Please sir, Seager’s got an incendiary bomb
in his desk.” 

Kidd’s immediate response was in “nonsense, boy” mode
but he lifted the Seager desk lid anyway and beheld a two-
foot long metal canister with fins, tending to support his
informant’s claim. Observing the item, he “backed away
and told me to take it to the head boy, one Slater.”

However, Don did not comply with this peculiar command.
Before he could find Slater, he encountered “a School
House boarder named Clarke who offered me half a crown
(12.5 p). Since that was several weeks’ pocket money, I let
him have it. I must admit I was afterwards stricken with
conscience. I have no idea what became of the bomb.”

The 11-year-old Seager picked up another such device at
Doddinghurst in the company of his cousin Maureen. He
hit upon the bright idea of exploding it by dropping it on its
head in the road. After a few unrewarded attempts, the
bomb complied, setting fire to the tarmac. A lorry appeared
“from nowhere” and put sand on it. Amazingly, neither the
asphalt arsonist nor his cousin were hurt. “I did not try this
again” was the philosophical reflection.

Roy Stevenson recalled an incident with a Projector
Infantry Anti-Tank weapon which went off in the Memorial
Hall. “My father was demonstrating this gun to the junior
training corps when he was called away. During his
absence, some bright youth took the opportunity to load
the gun, albeit with a dummy round. Unaware of this,
Sarge returned and ended his demo by pulling the trigger,
fortunately observing the principle that you never point a
loaded gun at anybody. The dummy round smashed into
the right hand corner of the hall ceiling, facing the stage.
Three years ago, I could still see the mark.”

Roy witnessed a barrage balloon, adrift from its moorings
over the Thames, trailing its cable over the School’s
playing fields before coming to earth at a nearby farm.
Tattered and torn, it was easy prey for ruthless juvenile
souvenir hunters. 

David Stacey remembered “a chap called Welstead who
brought a Webley .45 revolver into school. Johnny Clark
bought it from him for ten shillings (50p). Clark was sitting
at the back of Paddy Dundan’s class when he produced
the revolver and started waving it about.

“As it turned out, it was not loaded but Paddy Dundan was
not to know this. He ran out of the room and brought back
Geoff Kidd. The masters wrestled with Clark and got the
revolver from him.” What gave the incident a particular
edge was that a boy in Walthamstow had recently shot a
teacher in similar circumstances.
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M ilitary muddle and mischief in the Brentwood
area in the early years of World War II remain
fresh in the memories of Brentwood

Schoolboys who witnessed preparations to repel the
invader and enemy aircraft action, contributed to
emergency responses and created a few incidents of
their own.

Recollections were stimulated by warm September
sunshine in Roden garden, not 20 yards from the spot
where an unexploded bomb had once damaged the
brickwork of the pond rather than any nearby scholars.

Peter West (1943-47), who went on to serve in Malaya
and Korea, witnessed an incident at Junction Road
Primary School in Brentwood in 1942. “A Messerschmidt
109 machine gunned the playground. Fortunately, there
was no one in it.” 

Bruce Coull (1944-51) would sometimes accompany his
veterinary surgeon father, day or night, to assist in putting
down severely wounded cattle in fields around Billericay
and Laindon. The beasts were the casualties of bombs
desperately jettisoned by escaping and occasionally

crashing aircraft. Dr. Coull and the seven to eight-year-old
Bruce would have to circumvent electric fences to reach
cattle whose horrific injuries can be vividly imagined. “At
least they were often numb with pain. A bullet in the
forehead from a humane killer was the only option.”
Perhaps surprisingly, these experiences did not deter
Bruce from a medical career.

The Officer Commanding the Brentwood Home Guard was
Lieutenant-Colonel H.G. ‘Wally’ Waldram, who later
became the School’s Second Master. The officers included
Geoff Kidd, later Newnum housemaster and Charles
Stevenson, the School marshal, known as ‘Sarge.’

His son, Roy Stevenson (1938-44), recalls a stick of
three German bombs landing respectively on the
School’s cricket pavilion, a row of terraced houses in
Shenfield Road and the Brentwood municipal swimming
bath. The Stevenson family, living opposite the terraced
houses in Brunig Lodge, found their windows blasted
and bomb splinters lodged in the panelling of the front
room. Although resident, they escaped injury.

The Stevensons provided temporary accommodation for

WHO DID YOU THINK YOU WERE
KIDDING, MR. HITLER? 

WHO DID YOU THINK YOU WERE
KIDDING, MR. HITLER?

With apologies to the Warmington-on-Sea platoon, these
gentlemen recall their contribution to defending our island.
From left to right: ‘Private’ Norris, ‘Private’ Seager,
‘Sergeant’ Graham, ‘Private’ Stevenson, ‘Private’ West and
‘Corporal’ Stacey. In front: ‘Captain’ Coull
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After more than six weeks at sea, Peter arrived at Kure,
Japan for his battle school course. He was then flown into
Korea aboard a Royal Australian Air Force Dakota, his first
and most uncomfortable flight. With ground temperature 40
below, nine hours in an unheated, unpressurised Dakota
could hardly be imagined.

In the early 1950s, worldwide communications were still
pretty rudimentary and news of any sort took as much as
three weeks to get from the UK to Korea. So, it was
regarded as important to morale to publish daily news
sheets. Peter worked on Crown News, the crown being the
divisional flash of the Commonwealth Division, and mostly
on the Korean Base Gazette for all Commonwealth troops
in Korea and Japan who weren't part of the
Commonwealth Division.

“We lived and worked in winterised tents, mainly
at night to get the 7,500 odd copies of the news
sheet finished and onto a truck or aircraft so
everybody had a 'morning paper'. Perhaps my
most valuable contribution to the Korean War was
getting out the home football results. The
Coronation was a decided also-ran!”

After the July 1953 armistice, he was roped in  to
help receive British POWs being returned as part of
swap arrangements. The normal tour in Korea was
12 months and, as the winters were so severe, one
tour was regarded as enough. However, Peter was
happy to stay on until May 1954.

Still only 21, he was posted to Hong Kong as unit
education instructor to the 1st Battalion the King’s
(Liverpool) Regiment. “I didn't do much
education. On arrival,  I was asked if I boxed,
which I did, and was immediately put into the boxing team,
“somewhat improbably” as a light middleweight. He
chalked up 11 wins in 13 fights. “I packed up because I
caught a big right hander in training and incurred a retinal
haemorrhage.”

Two months later, he was posted to Singapore to teach
English to one of the only Malay units left in the British
Army. Apart from a few officers, Peter and another
education sergeant were the only two Brits in the Regiment
- 30 Battalion, Royal Army Ordnance Corps.  “We were
there to teach the soldiers English. However, they all came
from villages up-country in Malaya and most had never
seen a white face before. I found myself acquiring a lot of
Malay as all I heard from morning to night was Malay,
Malay and more Malay. So without even trying, I became
highly competent as a Malay speaker.”

In Singapore, Peter became a highly successful basketball
player, representing Singapore from 1957 to 1960. On his
return to the UK in 1961, he played for England in friendlies
against Finland and Sweden.

After three years in the Far East, Peter had been awarded
the British Korean Medal, the United Nations Medal and
the General Service Medal with 'Malaya' clasp.  He was
then posted to 7th Armoured Division – the 'Desert Rats’ –
in Germany as unit education instructor to the Divisional
Engineer regiment and promoted to staff-sergeant.

Apart from running dozens of educational courses a year
training soldiers for their promotion exams, he participated
fully in regimental life, forming bridge building teams with the

other 'attached' outfits, such as the Pay Corps, Physical
Training Corps, Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers,
Royal Signals and Catering Corps. They even won the
annual 'bridging gallop' for the British Army of the Rhine.

Half way through his three-year tour in Germany, the
Regiment was dispersed. Peter spent the rest of the tour,
less happily, with the 24th Medium Regiment Royal
Artillery. Next, it was back to Singapore and the Far East
School of Languages.

Three years in the Malay Wing followed, during which he
took Malay exams up to degree level. “We conducted
various courses at colloquial, linguist and interpreter levels.
Students came from all three services but also included
doctors, nurses, district officers and quite a lot of Indians

and Chinese – Malaysian citizens, whose first language
was not Malay.” He was also chairman of the Army’s map
reading examination board for the Far East. With Korea,
Peter rates this time as his happiest in military service. 

“After a couple of years there, I was promoted to warrant
officer at only 27 and told I was to be commissioned.  At the
end of my tour, I returned to the UK, passed my
commissioning board. But on the day of commissioning, I
changed my mind and left the army – on very good terms
I have to say.” 

Now 77, Peter is a trustee of the Royal Army Educational
Corps Associaition. He is very active in the Soldiers, Sailors
and Airmen Families Association, known as SSAFA Forces
Help. He is a voluntary case worker in the Stamford and
Bourne areas, working with social services departments and
charities to provide help for ex-service personnel.

Helped found the Korean 
War vets

In 1977, Peter West was one of six men contacted by
the Korean Embassy in London, whose Defence
attache wanted some British Korean War vets to

attend a service of thanksgiving in Westminster Abbey.
They met in a pub afterwards and decided to form  the
British Korean Veterans' Association. It still exists and
has thirty-odd branches around the UK. Peter has
served as National Standard Bearer, Special Projects
Officer and National Vice-President.
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Peter West (1944-47) began his 16-year army
career as a boy soldier in the Royal Signals and
left when he could not face serving in the UK

after 12 years abroad. Along the way, he served as a
signals technician in Germany, a news sheet reporter
during the Korean War and an education instructor in
Hong Kong, Germany and Singapore. He boxed for the
army’s leading team and acquired a thorough
knowledge of the Malay language.

Born in Chelmsford, Peter West came to Brentwood, aged six,
just after outbreak of war. His father Jack was in the Essex
Regiment as were his father and grandfather. West senior had
been appointed Garrison Sergeant Major at Warley Barracks.
So West junior attended Junction Road School and, in 1944,
Brentwood School as a Foundation Scholar.

Peter enlisted with the Royal Signals on 15th September
1947, aged 14. “All my life had been military, the war had
recently ended, the military had always been my ambition
and I wanted my father's approbation as he thought I was
a bit of a cissy – which I probably was. My parents were
then living in Germany and as there were no schools there
then and I did not want to continue living with my
grandmother during term time, enlisting filled the bill.” 

He had wanted to enlist in the Essex Regiment to continue
the family tradition but would have had to start as a band
boy, which did not appeal. “The recruiting sergeant was in
the Royal Signals and assured me that I would have a
great future there so that was what I joined. It was straight
to Catterick Camp. We were just the Boys Squadron, 1st
Training Regiment, Royal Signals.

“Our day-to-day life was mainly under the direction of boy
NCOs. Roughly a third of our time was devoted to military
activities  such as drill, cleaning equipment and fieldcraft; a
third to general technical training; and about 15 hours a
week to education, under sergeants and warrant officers of

the Royal Army Educational Corps. 

In September 1948, the Boys Squadron ceased to take in
new recruits and those of us already in were posted en
masse to Harrogate and attached to the newly-formed
Army Apprentices' School. We regarded army apprentices
as lesser mortals. They wore a funny cap badge and didn't
belong to a 'proper' corps like us.”  

The pay will seem rather derisory by today’s standards. In
the first year, it was 1/6d (7.5p) a day and subject to certain
stoppages, including 'barrack damages'. There was no
income tax; they didn't earn enough. Three years on, it had
risen to the dizzy heights of 4 shillings (20p) a day. It
quickly rocketed up to 7 shillings (35p) as the Government
tried to lure national servicemen into becoming regulars.     

“On entering ‘man’s’ service, I was posted back to
Catterick for trade assessment. After lots of tests, I was
told I was to become 'OR 1' – potential officer material. I
refused to pursue this direction. Having effectively been
brought up in the sergeants' mess, I couldn't envisage
myself as an officer. My father was still serving. How in
God's name could I have him salute me! So, I became a
telegraph mechanic class 3, mucking about with the
insides of teleprinters and coding machines.

“After a 20-week training course, we could express
preferences for postings, although I never heard of anyone
who got what he wanted. I put down Korea to impress my
pa but found you had to be 19 – and I was still 18. I was
posted to the 11th Armoured Division in Herford, Germany.
I enjoyed Germany but not the job.”

So Peter transferred to the Royal Army Educational Corps.
After eight months training at Beaconsfield as an education
instructor, he managed, in August 1952 to secure a posting
to Korea – not as an education instructor, however, but as
part of a news-sheet team.

WINTERING 
IN KOREA, 
BOXING AND
LEARNING
MALAY

WINTERING 
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Young West: At passing out in 1947. Receives ‘best cadet’
cane from Field Marshal Sir Claude Auchinleck in 1951
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large British Cultural Centre attached to the Faculty of
Letters. “I think they saw a Portuguese speaking wife as an
excellent support for me.” By 1973, he was back in Europe.
“Fate took me into the German school system, teaching in
Hanover, working with British teachers in Lower Saxony.”
In 1975, Mike set up his own language teaching
organisation in Hanover. Five years later, he took his
business, with its clientele of large German companies,
into the Carl Duisberg Centren organisation. This
subsidiary of a large foundation sent German managers to
foreign countries and placed foreign managers in jobs or
special assignments in German industry with language and
intercultural support.

“Running a small training company, providing English as a
foreign language and English for special purposes courses
was just up my street.  The most fascinating project was
preparing 36 German vocational school teachers for
Saudia Arabia.”   After five years, he set up another
company in Nuremberg, where his Uncle Mont, Daily
Express war reporter, had attended the Nuremberg trials.
As International Training Services, the company continued
providing Business English and presentation, negotiation
and other communication skills training for major
companies, including Deutsche Bank, Henkel and
Beiersdorf Groups.  

By 1991, Mike and an American partner had formed
Interface Communication Associates (ICA), based in
Hamburg, which extended skills training into
methodologies applicable in any language. There was a
focus on the 'interface' between suppliers/providers and
customers, and on optimising compatibility in
communication – making material understandable
between parties in different fields of expertise. Mike trained
in psychodrama whereby the inner experience of a
protagonist or person coached is re-enacted as a drama to
deepen self awareness of the mental levels driving skills
and behaviour.   Presentation and negotiation skills work
extended to Italy, Spain, France, Portugal and Eastern
Europe. Customers included the institution privatising the
resources of the old German Democratic Republic. ICA
was handed over a couple of years later to his German
business partner who had succeeded the American. 

Today, Mike is still heavily involved in ICA. “Exciting
programmes have included training Libyans to present in
English to their National Oil Company; handling mergers
and organisational development in various companies;
leadership training and team development for the
Japanese Olympus Group; and intercultural project
management workshops in Mumbai and New Delhi.

Confronting the shadow 

Around 1985, Mike started writing seriously. Over the
next few years, he added a body of poems to those
written in student and army times and started his

first novel 'Disappearance to Perugia'. “It was the first
serious confrontation with the self, the shadow, which had
generated much turbulence in my life.” A second novel,
'Jean, History of a Transformation,' helped him to work
through the death of his son Mark, also an Old Brentwood.
Mark’s search for the Holy Grail, “the highest level of
spiritual meaning,” through painting, philosophy and
research led father and son to read books Dan Browne had
been using to research his 'Da Vinci Code'. “My research
carried me into the depths of the human psyche to answers

which may give others hope as explored in ‘Jean, History
of a Transformation.’ An historical spy novel, initially
entitled 'The Duke of Buckingham's Ring,' has been set
aside in favour of one embracing a large portion of
Brentwood School memories – and seeking more.
Provisionally entitled 'How My Father Won the War,' it
derives from an assertion by Mike’s uncle, then a
congregational Minister in Wickford, who told him in 1955:
'without your Dad, Britain might never have won the War.' 

“I now know this was a reference to the invention of the
emulsion which permitted high-resolution aerial
photography which aided targetting for our bombers. At
Speech Day 2009, Sir David Eady, an Arts IV and V
classmate, reminded me that our fathers had worked
together at Selo (Ilford Ltd) at Warley.” This was where
Lacey senior had made and developed his discovery.  

The book will look back at England, Essex, the Brentwood
area and family over an ambitious thousand years,
focusing particularly on the 1950s and first half of the
twentieth century - “history as our roots and the community
as our treasure store into which – hopefully – our individual
lives are meaningfully embedded.”  

Mike would welcome input - leads, stories and notes – on
Brentwood School 50 to 60 years ago. He offers to send a
draft or pdf covering each of four years to interested
parties, inviting them to contribute, comment and correct.
“The book should be entertaining, humorous and
enriching. There are always some negative memories
about school, especially boarding. However, I am more
interested in the bright side which inspired my son to want
to go to Brentwood.”  

Contact Michael Lacey on ica-hamburg@t-online.de

Mark Lacey (1977-85) 
Younger son Mark began his schooling in Hanover but
expressed a wish to go to Brentwood, partly because
of the stories his father had told him. In 1977/8 he
joined the Prep, changing to the Main School a couple
of years later. He left Brentwood on completing his ‘O’
levels.  In 1988, Mark completed 'A' levels at Oxford
College of Technology and graduated in clinical
psychology at the University of Sussex in 1992.  He
joined Mike in Hamburg, training in a big mail order
company. As a sideline, he went into painting and
humanistic psychology and esoteric studies. He died in
March 2000.  “Mark's tragic death led me on the
Camino de Santiago and to completing my poetry book
'From Love to Infinity' and the ‘Disappearance to
Perugia’ novel. It led to a further step into mental and
life coaching about handling inner mental and
psychological drives and accomplishing change. 

Mike found that his business partner Martina, only a
year older than Mark, could understand his son in part.
“We qualified ourselves in training for deeper work on
human behaviour and motivation. She generally
helped me work through the pain until my new wife,
Claudia, entered my life and joined me at Brentwood
School Speech Day in 2009 as I completed my circle of
50 years. That’s about returning to your roots or origins
with a much deeper awareness of who you are and
what you have or have not achieved.”
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Peter West joined the Imperial Life Assurance
Company of Canada as a trainee life underwriter in
March 1963, immediately on leaving the army. He

retired in 1983 as a UK director in the immediate aftermath
of a spell in hospital with cancer.” I was told I had two
months to live so, after extensive surgery, I pushed off to
East Java and became a beach bum. “I didn't die. I spent
a year there but succumbed to an offer from an American
owned group of insurance companies in Hong Kong to
join them as Group vice-president and stayed for a year.”

Next, Peter set up his own training company in
Singapore, adding another in Malaysia and a branch in
Indonesia. He conducted sales and management
training courses for companies in the insurance and
associated industries in those three countries, variously
in English, Malay and Bahasa Indonesia. “This gave me
a unique market niche.”

First married in 1956, Peter and his first wife had three
children and eight grandchildren. Their eldest grandson

is in the Territorial Army and served in Afghanistan in
2008. Following divorce in 1983, Peter married  a
Chinese lady from Singapore in 1989. They lived in
Singapore before moving to Malaysia, the UK and the
Philippines, in the latter case for him to become
President and CEO of Blue Cross Insurance Inc of the
Philippines. At the end of 1998, Peter “retired altogether”
and the couple moved back to Stamford.

As a distraction from military and insurance matters,
Peter West has enjoyed himself over the years as a part-
time actor. As a young man, he was member of the
Singapore Stage Club, playing in ‘The Sound of Music’
and murder mysteries.

In the Australian-made television series ‘Tanah Merah’
about the Japanese occupation of Malaya, Peter played
a drunken rubber planter. In a Japanese film, ‘Raffles
Hotel,’ he was a Russian orthodox priest. He has
appeared in the Stamford Shakespeare Company’s
‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’ and ‘Romeo and Juliet.’

Coming full circle back to Brentwood

Michael Lacey’s Brentwood School experiences
have provided an entree to a “roller coaster” life.
This has encompassed banking, the army,

teaching, academic pursuits, management and
communications consultancy, novels, poetry and
motivation and behaviour studies in the UK, Brazil and
mainly Germany. He has coped with the early death of his
Old Brentwood son Mark. He is now seeking input from
other OBs for a ‘factional’ book he is writing which involves

his schooldays (1956-59).    

When Betty Hall, wife of the late
Second Master, took over the
eight-year olds at Pilgrim's Hatch
Primary, she helped “set him on
the right path.” Three years on,
young Michael had starred in the
school operetta, made a record,
passed the Eleven Plus and won
a scholarship to Brentwood.
“From being a big fish in a small
pond I found myself very small

fry with all the talent around at Brentwood. Yet my school
years were happy ones.” They included a trip to Bonn, as
part of a school party presenting Julius Caesar to German
audiences.  

At Speech Day 1959, he received his first and only
Brentwood School prize, The Complete Works of
Shakespeare, awarded for a sudden jump in his
performance in Lower Six Arts. His father’s ill health meant
he had to start work instead of completing 'A' levels.
Mike’s working life started with Swiss Bank Corporation,
where he became secretary of the chess club, practised
German, Italian and French, worked in forex and bills
payable and passed some Institute of Bankers exams. 

After 18 months, he bowed to the family penchant for
teaching, represented in two aunts and an uncle. His

father’s brother, Frank Lacey, was head of Upminster
Primary, sending many boys to Brentwood. So Mike turned
up at Hedley Walter School and asked to become a
teacher. “The head figured I was a bit young at 18 and
made me promise to do 'A' levels and go to teacher training
college. I started with 39 boys and girls, aged 13, always
keeping one step ahead of the class.”   

The 'A' level programme was with Wolsey Hall, Oxford, his
Russian kindly supported by Brentwood School’s Percy
Sheppard. Extra finance came from sweeping the Prep
School after work. Exams were passed, enabling him to
read combined honours in Russian and German at
Birmingham University. Before that, Mike hitchhiked into
Berlin when the frontier was closed in August 1961 and
was bludgeoned by East German soldiers. 

At Birmingham, OBs Paul Harmon and Damien Bedding
discovered to their surprise that Lacey was only a year
behind them. After a term in Göttingen and a year as a
teaching assistant in south Germany, he returned for his
final year.   Mike married his Portuguese first wife while still
an undergraduate. “As a married man with a stepson, I
needed a better paid job than ‘normal’ teaching was likely
to provide. Given my experience in the School CCF and
the University’s OTC, I obtained a commission with the
Royal Army Education Corps.” The Army School of
Education at Beaconsfield was distinguished by a lively
mess life and adventure training. On completing basic and
corps training, the CO showed his disfavour at Lacey’s
poor rugby, drinking and social skills by having him posted
to the Army School of Catering at Aldershot – in fact a
rewarding posting. There he completed an external M.A.
thesis with his old prof at Birmingham. A doctoral thesis on
Wittgenstein was discussed but not pursued.

In 1969, Mike resigned from the Army to become Visiting
Professor of English in Fortaleza, Brazil, under the aegis of
the British Council. The job was expanded to running a

Insurance, cancer, and thespian relaxation
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Cricket

Colts are coming through
The First XI finished third in the Shepherd Neame Essex First
XI League’s 3rd division behind Benfleet and Stanford Le
Hope. Whilst this was not an improvement on the previous
season, they only missed out on promotion because they had
more games abandoned due to weather. The Second XI
finished fifth in the Shepherd Neame Essex Second XI
League’s 3rd division. This was a vast improvement  on the
ninth position of the previous year.  We expect both teams to
push on during the coming 2009 season.

The Third XI revival continued this year. Comprised mostly of
Colts, they played ten games against opposition of varying
standard. Improvements should continue in 2010 as these
young cricketers mature and continue to contribute to the
club’s social side. The social side of the club is developing in
line with the Third XI’s growth. 

We have been developing the Colts section – U11, U13 and
U15 levels – for a number of years and are starting to see the
benefit of this work.  A number have now joined the senior club
and are paying senior subscription fees. In the near future, it
is hoped those now playing under 15s cricket will feed into the
senior club. They have secured a grant for new net facilities
and we have already raised the balance of monies required.
The nets should be installed for the start of the season.  A big
thank you must go to Alex Miller, Colts co-ordinator, for his
efforts, to all those Colts who put forward our case and to
those who donated towards the cost. 

The tour to Southsea was excellent yet again and thanks must
go to David Wasley for organising it.

The Club has moved forward in 2009 and is in a much better
place than we were at this time last year.  However, we are still
way off being secure financially and all members must try and
contribute more in all facets.  We will be holding more social
events in 2010 and the first two in the diary are President’s Day
on 15 August and the Annual Dinner on 24 September, both
events being held at the Clubhouse. Please contact Fred Rylah
for further details and to book your place. fred.rylah@ker.co.uk

Les Polden has stepped down as President. Les did many
good things for the club and we thank him for his efforts. He
has been succeeded by David Wasley, to whom we wish the
best of luck. 

Fred Rylah

Cross country

Occasional runners required
Old Brentwoods Cross-Country Club is very keen to find
OBs interested in competing on an occasional basis. We
have in the past had two annual fixtures against the School
– one at the School and one at the Clubhouse – and
competed in the Thames Hare & Hounds Alumni race on
Wimbledon Common in December. However, we have
been finding it difficult to raise enough runners to fulfil
these fixtures. We would, therefore, like to rekindle interest
with an influx of new people. All standards would be very
welcome. Please contact me at lewis_cjd@hotmail.com

Chris Lewis

Masonic Lodge

Festive board spills over
The July meeting of the Old Brentwoods Lodge was attended
by nearly 200, who saw Worshipful Master Sarb Singh

conduct a double Initiation ceremony as Neil Hannaway and
Rob Coleman joined the Craft. The visiting Assistant
Metropolitan Grand Master commented upon “a tremendous
Masonic occasion” which included the subsequent festive
board which spilled over into Weald Hall, there not being
enough room in Tower Hall.

The October meeting saw Initiate Ray Winterflood join the
Lodge. December marked the end of W. Bro. Sarb’s most
successful year as Master, as he installed Christian Cooper to
follow him. At the time of writing, W. Bro. Christian is preparing
for his first meeting in the chair in February, when he will conduct
a double Third Degree ceremony – a daunting prospect.

The Lodge continues to sponsor the School’s Pillar in the
Community Prize and has provided the School Chapel with a
P.A. System. It has also supported the Old Brentwoods,
donating to the recent partition fund and winning the
Clubhouse quiz night.

A Ladies’ Night is planned for the Clubhouse on May 7th and
is open to non-Masons. Any members interested in attending
or finding out more about the Lodge are welcome.

The Old Brentwoods Lodge is open to all male past pupils of
Brentwood School, over the age of 21. The Lodge meets three
times a year – on Thursdays in October, December and
February at Freemasons’ Hall, Great Queen St. and on the
third Saturday in July at Brentwood School. The Lodge is
proud to be exclusive to past pupils, a situation that many old
school lodges can no longer sustain, and has recently
benefited from an influx of younger members – a testament to
our health.

Lodge Secretary Tim Faiers would like to hear from members
interested in joining the Lodge, both those new to Masonry
and Old Brentwood members of other Lodges, who might wish
to become joining members or attend an Old Brentwoods’
meeting, contact timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk. Similarly Chapter
Secretary Clive Dunnico would be happy to receive enquiries
crdunnico@aol.com .

Tim Faiers

200 Club 

Winners old and winners new
Winners of the monthly £100 draws last year were:

January 2009 No. 172 - John Norris
February No.   12 - A.J. Stokes
March No.   58 - Tony Mason
April No.   95 - F.A. Shaw
May No.  141 - Russ Gardner*
June (1) No.  217 - Jerry Gear

(2) No.  194 - OBRFC
July No. 1 -  Don Seager
August No. 188 - John D. Smith
September No.  67 - Chris. Sullivan
October No. 146 - Peter Clements
November No. 41 - Anthony Sach
December (1) No. 167 - David McClean

(2) No. 145 - Dave Anderson

Among the winners was the 200 Club’s first ever member, Don
Seager, recruited when the Club was set up to raise money for
the Burland Road. Clubhouse. Following the recent
recruitment surge to help raise funds for the Ashwells Road
Clubhouse, which has resulted in the 223 Club, new member
Jerry Gear is among the winners. Russ Gardner won £100 last
May but his prize was returned from his last known address.
Members should keep Secretary Tim Faiers up to date with
changes of address. Further details or application forms are
available from timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk
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Netball

Setting the pace in Division 3

Old Brentwoods Netball Club has gone from strength to
strength over the past few seasons, working its way up the
Chelmsford and District Netball League. Having won Division
4 last year, we were promoted to Division 3 and were
expecting to have to tough it out, aiming for, at best, a mid-
table position come the end of the season.

However, after an excellent first half, we were top of Division
3 in February and hoping to continue our success into the
second half. Our results to date were: played 11, won 9, lost
1, drawn 1. The playing squad are all ex-Brentwood pupils:
Lucie Bridge (Secretary), Lucy Tappin (Treasurer), Victoria
Hawkes, Lucy Piper, Sarah Ponting, Lauren Selby, Anneli
Stiller, Alison Stuchbery and Hailey Wood. We play at New
Hall School, Chelmsford on our home night, Tuesdays, at
8.30pm. If you are interested in playing, please contact me at
luciebridge@hotmail.com

We are organising a tour to Salou in Spain over a long
weekend in June. We look forward to the rematch of the
annual Rugby boys vs Netball girls Summer Netball fixture.
Last time out, the old girls thrashed the boys 33-17 in the first
grudge match of its kind.

Lucie Bridge

Rugby

Results dip as club rebuilds
Half way through the season, the Old Brentwoods Rugby Club’s
performances do not, on paper, look particularly successful.

1st XV. Essex League 1. Played 11, won 3, lost 8; pts for 143,
pts against 272.

2nd XV. BL Merit Table 5. Played 13, won 5, lost 7, drawn 1;
pts for 252, pts against 325.

3rd XV. BL Merit Table 8. Played 11, won 7, lost 4; pts for 168,
pts against 175.

However, with skipper Chris Keogh taking over from Matt
Staines after the latter’s four years as Club captain and the
loss of a number of experienced players through retirement or

injury, it has been a rebuilding season. The influx of new,
young players augurs well for the future. Most significantly, the
gamble of fielding a 3rd XV has proved most successful with
the team turning out regularly, often with a full bench of subs
and challenging for promotion in their first season.

The Club continues to support the endeavour to make the
Clubhouse financially viable, organising social events and
recognising Ashwells as our clubhouse and the place for
teams, playing home and away, to return to on Saturdays. This
is essential for promoting Club spirit and identity, as much as
for boosting the Society’s bar takings.

The Autumn Ball was most successful. The Carol Singing/Pub
Crawl, along Brentwood High Street, heightened the Club’s
profile (?) while raising over £500 for charity. A Race Night was
organised in February, St. Patrick’s Day was celebrated in
March and the Club dinner will be held on 4th. June. Further
news of club events can be found on our website
(www.obrfc.org).

In April, the club tour will break new ground by visiting Cyprus.
We are reliably informed there is at least one team to play
there. However, it may be the deal with the hotel on the beach,
where we are booked under an alias, which includes all we
can eat and drink, is the real reason more than 30 “Blazer
Boys” have signed up. Hopefully, the tour will end the season
on a high note.

Tim Faiers

Tennis

Third place specialists
Third place was the general rule for the three Old Brentwoods
mens’ tennis teams in 2009, achieving this position in
Divisions 2, 3 and 5 respectively. The mixed team were
relegated from Division 5 but due to teams above them
dropping out have been re-instated in Division 2.

We will be holding our American tournament in September as
usual and a curry night in the autumn. We would welcome new
players, including families of pupils at the School. Please
contact me at mark@markgoodinge.com for information about
joining the tennis club and/or the teams.

Mark Goodinge

Golf

Scratch successes and triumph
in foursomes

Members of the Old Brentwoods Golf Society, with varying
handicaps and abilities, enjoyed another busy year playing
against other Old Boy societies and in Old Brentwood  Society
events such as Captain’s Day and the Jubilee & Hough Cups.
More than 20 went to Aldeburgh in early April 2009 where we
all enjoyed one of the best 36-hole courses in the south east.
Not even Neil Wood's winning score of 44 Stableford points
could spoil a great day out! 

Despite some wayward tee shots from Nick Burr, we still
managed a fair amount of success in the 2009 scratch team
competitions. We qualified for the Grafton Morrish National
Public Schools Finals at Royal West Norfolk, Brancaster &
Hunstanton clubs  and winning the Essex Public Schools
Foursomes Competition at Thorndon Park. 

A similar schedule of fixtures/events is planned for 2010. We
would encourage new and younger members of all abilities to
join the society.  Please get in touch with me, Stuart Dick, at
stuart.dick@bnymellon.com.

The Old Brentwoods won the first invitational tournament
against Forest and Chigwell. Pictured left to right are:
Alison Stuchbery, Lucy Piper, Lucie Bridge, Victoria
Hawkes, Lucy Tappin, Rosie Daly and Anneli Stiller.
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Adrian Godfrey, writing from Durban, said his brother “was a
gifted natural leader with high principles and was endowed
with a great sense of humour, was extremely sociable and
loved people around him.”

With thanks to Mrs Sue Godfrey

JOHN HOOTON (1942-55)
John “Jack” Hooton (1942-1955) passed away on 27th
December 2008, aged 71, after a long fight with cancer.
He was husband to the late Sue Hooton, who taught at
Brentwood School and father to Mark “Tiny” Hooton (1971-
1982) and Peta.

Born in 1937, John started in the Prep School in Roden
House. He said the youngest were taught at the top of the
building because they could run down the stairs the
quickest in case of an air raid! In the senior school, he was
in South and enjoyed playing tennis and rugby. In the sixth
form, he specialised in the sciences.  He left the school in
1955 and went to East Ham Technical College where he
passed his technical maths and O level Latin exams. He
gained entry to Selwyn College, Cambridge in 1956 to read
Engineering. His good temper and quiet but keen sense of
humour made him friends in college whom he retained
throughout his life. 

On graduating, John joined his father’s engineering firm,
SH Johnson, at Carpenters Road, Stratford. When the
family firm was taken over some years later, he left industry
for a teaching career. Initially, this was at a management
centre in Danbury, then for the Russell Ewbank
consultancy.  After a year he moved to the Polytechnic of
Central London where he lectured in management and
business studies. When PCL became the University of
Westminster, he ran the MBA course until shortly before
retirement in 2002. He continued with occasional lecturing
until the last months of his life.

In 1961, John married Susan Cheverton from the Isle of
Wight whom he had met when her studies at Homerton
coincided with his time at Selwyn. They spent their married
life in Ingatestone. There they brought up their children
Mark and Peta, and took an active part in the life of the
village. He was well known as an energetic gardener. They
loved travelling and visited several South American
countries whilst promoting the MBA for the University.

John was actively involved with Brentwood Rugby Club for
most of his life, from playing to watching his son and then
his grandson play. He was club secretary for many years
and for his commitment was awarded life membership.
John and Sue were famous for the summer barbecues in
their garden.

Sue died in October 2007. Both are greatly missed. They are
survived by their children and grandsons Jack and Ryan.

Mark Hooton

DENIS LEWSEY (1935-40)
Denis Walter Lewsey, a former banker and member of the
Indian army, died on June 15th in Doncaster, aged 84.

At the outbreak of war, he joined the Home Guard and, on leaving
Brentwood School in 1940, went to work for Barclay’s Bank. Two
years later, aged 18, he was selected for officer training at
Sandhurst and was commissioned as a 2nd lieutenant.

He was seconded to the Indian Army – Prince Albert Victor’s

Own Cavalry. His first few years in the army offered a very
different sort of education to Brentwood. Having passed an
examination in Urdu, Denis served in Burma. His regiment
was then posted to India where he learned to drive tanks. He
was awarded three decorations, including the Burma Star and
Defence Medal.

He returned to the UK in 1946, was demobbed the following year
and rejoined Barclay’s. He passed his Institute of Banking exams
and enjoyed a varied career with the bank at the training centre,
in the inspection department and as a manager.

Denis enjoyed family holidays in Le Lavandou with his wife
Helga and daughters Christine and Helga-Jean. He retired as
a senior manager in Tunbridge Wells in 1981 to nurse his wife
Helga, who died in 1988 after a long illness.

In 1990, he met Cynthia, whom he married the following year,
when they moved to Doncaster. He played bowls and was an
enthusiastic member of the Strollers walking group. Friends
regarded him as an honorary Yorkshireman! Although a
southerner, he made every effort to “fit in”, despite drinking
wine with his fish and chips. He and Cynthia travelled widely
around the world and he regarded Cynthia’s sons, Anthony
and Steven, as his own.

His grandson Matthew Hayman said of him:“Grandad was a
fairly rubbish dancer and quite a dangerous man with a
champagne cork. I will remember him as a tall and elegant
gentleman, a connoisseur who loved his family and brought
out the best in people.

“It was said time and time again that he was a gentleman.
According to Grandad’s battered dictionary that he used every
day for checking the Times crossword, a gentleman is regarded
as having qualities of refinement; who is cultured, courteous
and well educated. He had these qualities in spades. I’d add
dignity, principles, generosity and kindness. It is little wonder he
was so well respected by those who knew him.” 

With thanks to Mrs Cynthia Lewsey

DEREK LING (1943-49)
Derek Ling, who died on 27th July
2009, aged 77, spent his early life in
Stratford, East London. His father and
grandfather were master bakers and
owned the bakery and shop started by
his grandfather in the early 1900s. In
1940, German bombers destroyed the
shop and killed his father and elder

brother Stanley while Derek and his mother survived in the
family air raid shelter. 

Derek arrived at Brentwood School in January 1943 and found
himself in Newnum. John Tooley was charged by George
Everington, the housemaster, with looking after the young Ling
and a lifetime friendship was forged.

Derek settled in with a group of younger boys who were to
become the bedrock of sporting achievement in a house of
just 23 members. Derek was a member of the house cross
country team which won the cup in 1945 for the first time. He
went on to represent the school at cross country and was
awarded colours.

Sporting success for the house continued in the Lowers and
the Middles. In 1948, the house senior football cup was won
for the first time with Derek playing a prominent part. He was
already the School 1st XI centre forward and had received his
colours. He was very fast and direct with a powerful right foot
shot and feared by all other house defences. In just six house
matches, he scored 22 goals, a record that may remain
unsurpassed. In 1948, Derek and Colin Griffiths played for the
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RICHARD GILBERT OBE 
(1947-57)

Dr. Richard John Gilbert died in the Luton and Dunstable
Hospital on 31st October 2009, aged 70.

He entered Brentwood Preparatory School in 1946 and
progressed through the senior school where he was
involved with the zoological society and the cadet force.
His younger brothers Michael and Marcus at one time
made up the largest family in the School.

He graduated with honours as a Bachelor of Pharmacy
from London University in 1960. Four years later, his
Master of Pharmacy thesis was accepted. From 1963 to
1967, he benefited from a Nuffield Foundation food
science scholarship which allowed him to complete his
doctoral thesis. He became a member of the Royal
College of Pathologists in 1973 and a Fellow in 1985. He
became Fellows of both the Royal Pharmaceutical
Society and the Institute of Biology in 1980.

Richard spent 32 years with the Public Health Laboratory
service. He was director of the Food Hygiene Laboratory
from 1976 to 1997 and Deputy Director of the Central Public
Health Laboratory, Colindale from 1984 to 1997. He was a
member of the UK Government’s Advisory Committee on
the Microbiological Safety of Food, Vice Chairman of the EC
Scientific Committee on Veterinary Measures relating to
Public Health and was Visiting Professor at the Royal
Veterinary College, University of London.

Richard Gilbert retired in 1999 and in 2000 was awarded
the Order of the British Empire for services to food safety.
He was author and co-author of some 200 research
papers and reviews on food poisoning and public health
food microbiology. He held consultancy posts with British
Airways, Mars group and Proctor and Gamble.

Richard and his wife Brenda lived in Harpenden, Herts
for 31 years. On retiring, he became a keen bowler at
Harpenden indoor and outdoor bowling clubs, where he
became president in 2007. he joined the Harpenden
Probus Club in 2000 and served on the committee. He
took part in the Probus bowls competitions and walking
group and was a sought after speaker at Probus, Rotary
and U3A groups in Harpenden where his light hearted
talk “Food for Thought” always went down well.

For many years he was a volunteer driver for Harpenden
Helping Hand, taking elderly people from their homes to
doctors and hospital appointments.

Brenda and Richard visited Australia four times from
2002 to 2009 to see his two older children and their
families. He is survived by Brenda, son and daughter,
Russell and Heather in Melbourne and his two children
with Brenda, Rosalind and Willia

CEDRIC GODFREY (1943-54)
Cedric Anthony Godfrey died on 15th December 2008, aged
72. Born in 1936 in Buxton, he was the eldest of six boys. All
their lives were changed when their father, Flight Lieutenant
Charles Eric Godfrey, was mortally wounded by gunshot in a
training accident while serving at RAF North Luffenham. He

died on December 3rd 1942.

This resulted in the departure of Cedric to Brentwood School
in 1943 at the age of seven, accompanied by brothers John
and Adrian. He remained there as a boarder for 11 years.
John recalled: “No cosy home life. We were split into three
houses into a strict and disciplined regime. Many a long
night was spent in the School cellars for shelter during the
London bombing blitz. The caning of backsides was the
common practice for naughtiness.”

At School, he developed his love of cricket and rugby but
hated cross country. He became known as ‘Tony’ by his pals.
He was particularly fond of choral and classical music and
matriculated in 1953.

Tony did his two years’ national service in the Royal Navy,
serving on HMS Tyne. He remained a naval reservist for five
years. He attended Wray Castle marine college in the Lake
District with John to train as a radio and electronics officer.

The family then settled in West Bridgford, Nottingham and
Cedric worked at Ericsons and at Beeston
Telecommunications. He married Mehri, a nurse at
Nottingham General Hospital, in 1961. They settled in
Notting Hill before moving to Swanley in Kent and then
Cherington near Folkstone while he worked for the Civil
Service in London. Leona was born in 1966 and Vicky in
1971.

Cedric worked for Cable and Wireless in London before
taking up a post with the United Nations in Geneva in 1973,
work which involved deciphering codes. He played for the
Geneva cricket club and enjoyed darts and squash. He
spoke fluent French, some German and could toast a drink
in many languages.

He resigned from the UN and returned to England in 1990,
living successively with his brothers John in Essex and
Richard in Mansfield. He worked for the University of
Nottingham on an electronic communications research
project, enabling him to return to West Bridgford. He worked
subsequently for Boots and Crooke’s Healthcare on
regulatory affairs.

Mehri Godfrey died in 1998. Cedric married Sue in August
2001 in Gibraltar and retired. He continued to enlarge his
library while the garden bloomed under his green fingers. He
specialised in roses, wallflowers, geraniums and dahlias. He
and Sue shared a love of history, the countryside, travelling,
theatre, comedy, classical music, fine wine and fast cars – in
West Bridgford, Devon and Spain. He got on with people
from all backgrounds, cultures and ages. 

He remained an enthusiastic OB for the rest of his life. In his
last couple of years, he attended the Perfect Squares
dinners for those born in 1936, the 450th anniversary
service at St. Paul’s and the dinner at the Mansion House.

He was diagnosed with a tumour in November 2007.
Forever the optimist, he would never talk about the illness or
dying. It just got in the way of Cedric’s agenda. He and his
wife visited Devon, Spain, Geneva, Germany and Wales and
enjoyed concerts, theatre and outings in the UK.

According to John Godfrey, his brother had a great love of
life, full of energy, drive and good humour. He was a great
character and very much the English gentleman. Well
mannered, thoughtful and courteous, he had a sense of fair
play and justice, especially for the underdog. He was a good
all round sportsman. He had a love of cricket and kept a
straight bat in the greater game of life.

REMEMBRANCES
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December 30th 2007, aged 93.

After Brentwood School, he worked as a jobbing clerk in the
City but disliked the work. Spare time sailing off the Essex
coast provided the stimulus for joining the Royal Naval
Volunteer Reserve. He gained a reputation as a “salt horse,”
the type of navigator and seaman who could operate most
ships and berth them in most port conditions.

He joined the Royal Navy in Summer 1939. His ships included
Duchess, Vidette, Lancaster, Highlander, Ajax---after the River
Plate action---and Barrosa, which he commanded. He was
aboard HMS Duchess when she was lost in December 1939
(see page 5).

John Pritchard served in the North Atlantic on convoy
protection duty and submarine pursuit. He was awarded the
Distinguished Service Cross for his part in the arrest of a U-
boat. He was also mentioned in despatches. He was involved
in the Dunkirk evacuation and in a high speed up river rescue
of a party of soldiers who had become separated from their
main force. A squadron of Panzers chased the ship by road
but their shells exploded on the opposite bank.

He went on to serve as secretary to Earl Mountbatten when he
was Commander-in-Chief in the Mediterranean and in New
Zealand. He spent his last years of active service in
Portsmouth at HMS Excellent, retiring in the mid-1960s. Two
years later, he went back to work at the Admiralty, placing
retiring officers in commerce and industry.

He is survived by two sons and a daughter. His brother
Charles Pritchard (1925-35) was a President of the Old
Brentwoods Society.

With thanks to Stephen Pritchard

BARRY VALENTINE (1938-45)
A former bishop and head of Brentwood
School, the Rt. Revd. Barry Valentine
died on 16th October 2009, aged 82.

He was a county scholar who gained full
colours at soccer and cricket and was
one of Edgar Brice’s organists. He was
head of North and of the School in 1944-
45, winning the Bean Prize.

Barry went to St. John’s College, Cambridge and was tipped
for a cricket blue until doing his back in shortly before the
varsity match. On graduating, he went on an exchange
scholarship to McGill University, Montreal. In 1951-52, he
gained a BD and an MA from McGill and an L.Th from
Montreal Diocesan Theological College; and was ordained
deacon and then priest.

He began his clerical work as a curate at Christ Church
Cathedral, Montreal. His career then proceeded as follows:
Rector, Chateauguay and Beauharnois (1954); Director of
Religious Education, Montreal (1957); Rector, St. Lambert
(1961); Executive Officer, Montreal Diocese (1965);
Archdeacon of Montreal (1966); Dean of Montreal and Rector
of Christ Church Cathedral (1968). In 1969, he was elected
Bishop Coadjutor of the Diocese of Rupert’s Land in Quebec
and the following year succeeded to the See of Rupert’s Land.

He was awarded divinity doctorates from St. John’s College,
Winnipeg in 1969 and from Montreal Diocesan Theological
College a year later.

In Quebec, the Bishop became well known for broadcasting
regularly on local radio and for coaching a very successful
boys’ ice hockey team – even though he himself never learned
to skate.

He was a strong advocate for rewriting the prayer book for the
Anglican Church in Canada and wrote the words and music of
a number of hymns. He served as a member of the Anglo-
Roman Catholic International Committee, working towards
points of agreement between the Anglican and Roman
Catholic churches – travelling backwards and forwards
between Canada, Lambeth, France and Italy.

In the Canadian House of Bishops, Barry was well known for
his ability to draw together various issues into a coherent
whole and to suggest directions for dealing with them. He had
a talent for discerning the gifts of others, clergy or lay, and then
convincing the gifted that they would really like to offer their
skills to the church! One memorable comment about him was
that whilst all individuals are complex, “Barry wore his
complexity more clearly than others.”

After retiring as Bishop of Rupert’s Land in 1983, he served as
Bishop of Keewatin, a diocese that spread well into the north,
where he was provided with a seaplane and  priest-pilot to visit
isolated communities. He then became chaplain of the
University of British Columbia in Vancouver and, in 1985,
Assistant Bishop of Maryland in Baltimore where he found the
culture uncongenial.

In 1989, he returned to Canada and became Rector of Salt
Spring Island in British Columbia. There he organised and
oversaw a project to completely rebuild and expand All Saints
by the Sea, including rescuing and rebuilding a pipe organ
from a closed church.

Especially after his retirement, Barry originated and energised
any number of  outreach ventures, all of which continue to this
day. He served as organist and choirmaster of the parish until
his health deteriorated in 2009.

There were four children from his first marriage to Mary which
was dissolved. In 1984, he married Carolyn Evans. He is
survived by his widow and the four children.

The Valentine family has been well represented at Brentwood
School. Barry’s brothers Neville and Richard, father H.J.
Valentine, uncles Jack and Edgar Garrett and  cousin Max
Garrett were all pupils. H.J. Valentine was a member of the
soccer side which in 1910 or thereabouts were all awarded
colours.

With thanks to Richard Valentine

WILLIAM GEORGE 
SPEAKMAN OBE (1925-29)

William George Speakman died on 31st August 2009, aged
96. A funeral service took place at St. Andrew’s Church, North
Weald on 14th September. Throughout his life, he was
dedicated to the Scout movement and was awarded the OBE
for services to scouting and the community.

I knew George, as he was generally known, from about 1945
through the Scout movement when my father was District
Secretary of Ilford East. He held many scouting appointments
from his first in 1932 as Assistant Scoutmaster of the 2nd
Goodmayes group to his last uniformed appointment as
County Commissioner for Central London in 1965 when the
Greater London area was created. Later, he was Chairman of
Greater London North East County until 1985, when he was
appointed a Vice President of the Scout County. He was
awarded the Silver Wolf, the highest award in Scouting, by the
Chief Scout.

George Speakman worked at one time for the Milk Marketing
Board and, in the 1960s, became Chief Executive of the
National Dairy Council. He was a widower. 

Tony Gooch
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English Public Schools against Corinthian Casuals.

The school sports in March 1949 were a triumph for Newnum
who won the house challenge cup for the first and only time
with a team of just four – Ling, Rowland, Tarring and Tooley.
Derek won the 100, 220, 440 and 880 yards and the long jump
and anchored the winning 4 X 220 yards relay team. He won
the Caston Sprint Cup and, with John Tooley, represented the
School in the All England Sports at the White City.

In 1950, he began national service in the Royal Army Pay
Corps. Posted initially to a training camp at Dorchester, his
troop commander turned out to be 2nd Lieut Ian Rowe (1941-
48). Following national service, Derek returned to the family
bakery business. In 1963, the business was sold and Derek
joined the Delta Metal Company, becoming sales director,
remaining there until retirement in 1993. 

He married Doreen and their son Martin became an English
Schools gymnastics champion and later a senior Great Britain
international. An engaging and likeable personality, Derek Ling
will be sadly missed by his family and wide circle of friends.

John Raven

ERIC PICKETT (1935-41)
Eric Pickett died on October 20th 2009, aged 85. Born in 1924,
he enjoyed an extensive career in the UK and overseas as an
electrical and mechanical engineer and businessman. He had
a great love of music. Throughout his life, he was involved with
choirs, as tenor, choirmaster, accompanist and organist. He
played the piano from the age of seven and the euphonium in
the Boys’ Brigade.

Learning was very important to him and he was proud of the
education he received. He won a scholarship to Brentwood
School at eleven and at 14, began to learn the organ with Dr.
Brice, playing regularly for morning assemblies. He was said
to be the only student not terrified by the complexities of
‘Jerusalem.’ He excelled in mathematics but generally chose
books about Beethoven sonatas as prizes – until his sixth form
maths master insisted the prize be science based.

Eric won a bursary to St. John’s College, Cambridge at 17
where he studied the Mechanical Sciences Tripos, shortened
to two years because of World War II.

As a member of the University musical society, he enjoyed
singing madrigals and playing the organ in St John’s College
chapel at some weekly services. 

In 1944, he joined the Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers and was sent to Cairo, reaching the rank of captain.
In April 1946, he married Betty whom he had met two years
before when she was nursing in Cambridge. The wedding was
held in the Church of the Epiphany in Port Said and the
reception on board the ‘El Nil,’ the hospital ship on which the
bride was serving. Eric went  back to Cairo  two days later and
Betty sailed from Suez to South Africa on the ship on which
she was serving.

They lived in Cairo until 1947 when they returned to Wilton,
Staffordshire for Eric to complete his graduate apprenticeship
as a chartered mechanical and electrical engineer with English
Electric.

In 1949, Eric and Betty moved to Trinidad where he worked in
the oil industry. Two children were born there: Richard and
Sue. Their education drew the family back to the UK. In 1954,
Eric joined ICI in Yorkshire. Two years later, it was back to the
West Indies to work for the bauxite producer Alcan in Jamaica.

In 1963, Eric again returned to the UK to work for rugby
Portland Cement in Kent and Sussex. Ten years later, he took
up the challenge of working in the cement industry in Saudi

Arabia. After a brief spell working for consultant engineers in
Epsom, he joined an American firm building a cement works in
Suez. After two years, he and Betty moved to Nigeria where
he worked for another eight years until his retirement in 1987.

From 1994, Eric and Betty lived in Buckland Newton, Dorset
where they greatly enjoyed being part of the village
community. He was church organist for 12 years, very rarely
missing a performance and re-establishing the church choir. It
caused him great sadness when ill health meant he could no
longer continue as organist. In 2006, Eric and Betty celebrated
their diamond wedding with the church bell ringers conducting
a quarter peal in their honour.

Eric was a regular member of the Old Brentwoods
Bournemouth lunch group.

With thanks to Mrs Sue Bonnie

HAROLD PRATT (1928-32)
Harold Pratt, who was a Past Master of the Old Brentwoods’
Freemasons Lodge and Chapter and enjoyed a successful
career as an architect, mostly in private practice but also
working for some of the leading firms in the profession, died on
10 May 2009, aged 93.

In 1933, he went to work for Burnet Tait & Lorne as a trainee
where he stayed until 1939 when he enlisted in the Royal
Navy, starting in minesweepers but soon moving to corvettes.
He served in convoys, mainly in the North Atlantic but also on
the Russian run to Murmansk, in the Mediterranean and to
West Africa. He was on the ‘Borage’ and next to the ‘Bulldog’
when she captured the Enigma machine by sinking U-110.

He was at D-Day on Sword Beach where his ship escorted the
first wave in and then protected the ’Warspite’ as it bombarded
the beach. He was in the party which accepted the German
surrender in Norway, although the German field marshal in
charge of half a million troops refused at first to surrender to a
group of junior officers from two small vessels of a few
hundred men.

Harold was demobbed in December 1945 as a full lieutenant.
He was awarded the 1939-45 Star and War medal and F&G
clasp. In 2006, he received the Atlantic Star and in 2007 the
Russian Convoy medal.

After the war, he qualified in architecture and town planning
and worked for the West Ham local authority.

While at West Ham town planning, he formed a partnership
with a colleague, Ron Gray. Together, they entered several
competitions, winning Nairobi City Hall Annexe and
Whitehaven Town Hall in 1949. While Mr Gray departed to
supervise the building at Whitehaven, Harold Pratt was
recommended as the main architect for the Catholic Church in
the London area. He set up in private practice based around
his work for the church, which continued until 1986 when he
retired. His designs included many buildings for Ursuline
schools in Greenwich, Ascot, Forest Gate and Wimbledon.

He was a member of the Old Brentwoods and Faith and Unity
Freemason’ Lodges and of the Old Brentwoods Golfing
Society of which he was a past president.

He married Elizabeth Thysell in 1957. There were two
children: Jonathan, born in 1958 and Vivian (1960-2007). 

With thanks to Jonathon Pratt

JOHN PRITCHARD DSC 
(1926-31)

A distinguished naval officer and secretary to Earl
Mountbatten, Commander John Rowlands Pritchard died on
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There were 2600 life members; the Society had no addresses for 1,360 of them. Some 570 of the 2600 were on the mailing
list, i.e. paying at least £15 to receive the Chronicle. Other life members paid between £1.00 and £11.75 per annum but did not
get a Chronicle as their subscriptions were insufficient. Those life members who do not pay a sufficient subscription remain
as members of the Society but are removed from the mailing list.

There were 4482 annual members with 972 names not known. Out of the 4482, 1314 received a Chronicle and of those 850
had their subscriptions paid by the School.  Those annual members who do not pay a sufficient subscription remain listed on
the database as lapsed members but are removed from the mailing list and are not entitled to other member benefits.

The President asked the meeting to formally approve the accounts and Hon Treasurer's report. Graham Born proposed and Neil
Loader seconded them; approval was given by the majority of members on a show of hands with one dissenting.

The President thanked the Hon. Treasurer for his work over the past 29 years. Stuart Mathieson was now retiring and the
President gave “a big thank you” to him on behalf of the Society.

Colin Finch welcomed Peter Calver’s comments on the accounts. He said that last year's accounts had been “precarious” and no
one had questioned them. This year's accounts were critical and showed losses of £62,000 over the past two years. The costs of
running the Clubhouse were too high. The current budget for 2009 -10 only showed a prospective profit of £10,000 on the basis
that bar sales would increase from £80,000 to £110,000 per annum. The Cricket Club had only paid £3,500 out of a required
£5,000 rent and the replacement of equipment was likely within the year. He was informed that only two or three Old Brentwoods
played for the Cricket Club, although this was disputed by the Cricket Club Secretary. The Club's rating by its league umpires for
welcome and food was appalling at 40th out of 40 with marks of 4.4 out of a maximum of 12. The 39th club had 9.2.

In future, member clubs must pay more to use the facilities. The groundsman was paid £22,000 per annum and the general
manager received a remuneration package worth £58,000 per annum, including residence in the bungalow. The Society must
control its cash and should aim for a £20,000 surplus each year for the next five years. The Joe Hodgson Fund once had a value
of £120,000 but was now worth £10,000. There were additional cash reserves of £11,000 making a total of £21,000 of reserves. 

The Society had a clubhouse and bungalow buildings for which adequate provision for maintenance and renewal must be
made. Colin Finch referred the meeting to the sub-committee’s e-mail report and said that the budgets for 2010/11 and each of
the next five years must produce a profit of £20,000.This year, the Society must live within its current sources of income
otherwise there would have to be drastic cuts in expenditure. The School pays subscriptions and entrance fees for all leavers
for five years in advance. However, sadly, only about 10 members each year bothered to renew their membership. This was an
unacceptable situation

In short, the cost of providing the present facilities was not being paid for by the member clubs. The clubhouse and grounds
must become self supporting. Colin sought the support of the meeting to endorse the finance sub-committee's proposals. He
referred to the Old Foresters, who had experienced a similar situation in the 1980s. Having been unable to maintain their
clubhouse and ground, they had been forced to sell. He concluded by saying that if the Society was a public company, on the
evidence of the past two years’ accounts, shareholders would be extremely concerned about their investments! Urgent action
was needed to rectify the situation.

One member said he had not heard of the clubhouse until attending the AGM today. He was a life member but did not receive
the Chronicle. He suggested that if funds are a problem the Society could e-mail a list of events to all members. The President
said that the Society was continually looking at new events and the member concerned could receive such information with a
Chronicle, if he were to pay an annual subscription of £23.50.

Philip Loader outlined the different sub-committees under which the Society runs its affairs. A new social sub-committee was
being formed to address  wider use of the facilities.

7. The Chronicle

The President thanked the Hon. Editor, Martin Rowland, and the editorial sub – committee for the production of the Chronicle
during the past year.  

Martin Rowland apologised for the two-week delay in delivering the latest issue and for the printing error in the accounts.

Martin said that the September 2009 Chronicle covered the 12-month period since the previous issue and far more copy was
available than usual. This had put pressure on space and advertisements had been dropped as their inclusion caused difficulties.
There were several articles featuring Old Brentwoods who lived abroad.

The next issue in March 2010 would contain more features with emails and the website being used increasingly to provide
contemporary information on the Society’s affairs.

He noted that some people kept appearing in the Chronicle with great regularity. He had calculated that Sarb Singh was in
fourth place, David Tee in third and Tim Faiers in second but was pleased to confirm that the Headmaster had taken first place.

The Hon. Editor thanked Ian Waite for his excellent work in steadily improving the typography, layout and production
standards of the magazine.

8 Election of Officers

The Hon. Secretary said that the General Committee, in accordance with Rule 9 of the Society’s Rules, was unanimously of
the opinion that David Oldham should be the President of the Society for the coming year. 

David Tee was pleased to pass the President’s Cup and Badge to David Oldham. The outgoing President said that he had
recently attended a function as Deputy Mayor of Brentwood. It was only when someone expressed surprise that Brentwood
Council had a President that he realised he had put on the Society’s Presidential Badge in mistake for the mayoral regalia.
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
In Old Big School at the School on Saturday 19 September 2009

1. Present

The President and 43 members attended the meeting. They were:

T. Faiers, C. Maynard, I, West, C. Finch, S. Mathieson, 
S. Gorrod, D. Wasley, J. Graham, D. Oldham, P. Calver, 
M. Hare, P. Clements, N. Loader, D. Stacey, D. Seager,
B.Coull, B. Marshall, G. Kingston, P. White, R. Smith 
S. Boon, T. Pailthorpe, D. Taylor, I. Pitwood, S. Doran
R. Parker, A. Marshall, A. Lewiston, J. Harris, A. Witney,
S. Peck, J. Norris, P. Loader, F. Rylah, D. Hodgetts, 
A. Burgess, M. Jordan, T. Harris, R. Hadland, Geo.Kingston, 
G. Born. M. Stephenson      M. Rowland

2. Proxies

No proxies were delivered to the Hon. Secretary 

3.    Apologies for Absence

Apologies for absence were received from Michael Bradford, Father John Thackray, Sarb Singh, Adrian Rilstone, John
Hubbard, Keith Boon, John Smith, Ian Waite and John Stratford. 

4. Minutes of the Previous Annual General Meeting

The minutes of the Annual General Meeting held at the School on Saturday 20 September 2008 were read by the Hon.
Secretary and signed by the President, David Tee.  

Peter Calver (1961-68) said that he thought it unnecessary for the Hon. Secretary to read the minutes of the previous meeting
and requested that the list of the attendees at the Annual General Meeting be published in full. Peter West said he enjoyed
hearing the Hon. Secretary read the minutes.

5. Adoption of the Hon. Secretary's Report

The President referred to the Hon. Secretary’s report published in the latest issue of the Chronicle which the meeting
unanimously agreed to adopt. The President thanked Ian West for his work throughout the year. 

6. Adoption of the Hon. Treasurer's Report

The Hon Treasurer explained that the accounts as shown in the Chronicle understated the losses actually incurred. This was a
typographical error and the true amount of the loss for 2009 was £20,209 and for 2008, £42,253.

The General Committee had formed a finance sub-committee, tasked with looking at ways of redressing the loss. Colin Finch
and others had worked extremely hard to produce an initial report and recommendations. The Hon. Treasurer said that those
who attended and used the Clubhouse must pay more. They had been protected in the past as those running the member clubs
were doing so on a voluntary basis and any increase in subscriptions might hamper their ability to run the clubs concerned.

The approach for the future would be to have more functions to boost bar income and to control expenditure. There was not
a lot of scope to control running costs such as general rates and fuel charges. The Society must operate at a sensible profit.
Last year, the heating system had cost £37,000 to repair and the previous year £17,000 had been spent on refurbishing the
bungalow. There was always something which might happen unexpectedly which needed to be paid for. In the Hon.
Treasurer’s view, the Old Brentwoods must decide whether or not they wanted a Clubhouse and facilities at Ashwells Road.
If they did, those enjoying the facilities must pay for them.

The President invited questions from the floor.

Peter Calver (1961-1974) thought it was unnecessary for the Hon. Secretary to read the minutes of the previous meeting as they
were published in the Chronicle. There were more pressing matters on which time at the annual general meeting should be spent

He noted from the accounts that bar income and donations and subscriptions were major items of income. He would like to
see a breakdown of subscription income to show what was paid by the School, what was received from life members and what
was received by the remainder of the membership. As the majority of the membership did not use the Clubhouse, members
needed to know where their money was going.

The Hon.Treasurer said that out of the £42,000 in subscriptions, £18,985 was from the School. Peter Calver said that he had
wanted to come to the previous year's AGM to raise questions about the accounts but had been unable to do so. As the financial
position had not improved, some might say that the General Committee had let people down but this underestimated the
contribution of committee members who gave their time on a voluntary basis.

The Hon. Treasurer said that the General Committee had discussed the fairness of contributions between out-of-town members
and clubhouse users. It is clear that the subscriptions of members subsidised the Clubhouse.

The Hon. Registrar gave the following membership information based on an analysis carried out in February 2009.  Numbers
had changed since then but not significantly.

Old Brentwoods Society
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From the Registrar
The Hon. Editor and I wish to apologise for errors which appeared in the last issue of The Chronicle.  The death of A W Pratt (1985-
1996) should have read Harold J C Pratt (1928-1932).  Furthermore, I have discovered that reports we received of the apparent demises
of the Rev A E R Knopp (1920-1929) and the Rt Rev Barry Valentine (1937-1945) were incorrect.  Sadly, Barry Valentine has died
since the publication of the last Chronicle and an obituary has been included in this edition. We apologise for the distress these
incorrect reports have caused and can assure members that steps have been taken to introduce more rigorous checks in future. Society
members are asked to take a similar approach.
I am always pleased to include details of members’ marriages and new additions to the family. However I rarely receive any.  Friends
and contemporaries are interested in your news so please contact me (details below) and discuss an entry to record your “happy event”. 

Ian Pitwood, Hon Registrar
Deaths
We regret to announce that the deaths of the following have recently been advised to us:

The editor will be pleased to publish obituaries in the Chronicle based on information and tributes supplied. Contact Martin Rowland
at 6, St Paul’s Court, 18 Brackley Road, Beckenham, Kent BR3 1RA .   magrowland@btinternet.com
The Hon Registrar will be happy to provide contact details for any of the members listed (or any other members if he has them) on
request, preferably by email.

Alexander W M Adams (2007-2009)
Adefolakemi O T Adenugba (2004-2009)
Demitri C Agathangelou (2005-2009)
Basil  Akram (2005-2009)
Farhaanah J Ali (2004-2009)
Edward J Allen (1995-2009)
Santa  Astratova (2007-2009)
Ani  Bagdasaryan (2007-2009)
Adrian K Bailham (2002-2009)
Bryony R Ballantyne (2002-2009)
Jotham J K Banyikidde (2002-2009)
Timothy M Barbone (1998-2009)
Joseph J P Barker (2004-2009)
George A Barrett (2002-2009)
Victoria A Bell (1999-2009)
Jacob M Bird (2004-2009)
Matthew W Birkett (1995-2009)
Alicia H C Blakey (2004-2009)
Alexander Bock (2007-2009)
James M Boon (1995-2009)
Tom M Boswell (1995-2009)
Jan  Botnari (2007-2009)
Paul R Brown (2002-2009)
Tom E N Brown (2002-2009)
Louise L Bucknor (2004-2009)
Stephanie R Burnham (1995-2009)
Alex H Carr (2004-2009)
Pui Chung Chang (2007-2009)
Danny S Chima (2004-2009)
Peter D Clement (1999-2009)
Poppy  Coggins (1999-2009)
Aderenle Coker (2002-2009)
Bamidele Coker (2002-2009)
Florian A J Cooper (1995-2009)
Thomas I Crammond (1995-2009)
Georgina E Da Costa (2002-2009)
Samantha J Da Costa (2002-2009)
Helen M Dagg (2002-2009)
Katie L Dalby (2002-2009)
Aimee C Daly (2002-2009)
Rosie P M Daly (2002-2009)

Greg R Davis (1995-2009)
Amy J Dawson (2003-2009)
Sally-Charell  Delin (2007-2009)
John H Denman (2002-2009)
Nicole A Dennis (2002-2009)
Berenike A K Dinkel (2007-2009)
Matthew C Dowling (2003-2009)
Hannah L Dunnett (2007-2009)
Laura R Dunstan (1995-2009)
Nicholas A Eastwood (2002-2009)
Charlie J Edinburgh (2004-2009)
Hannah J Edwards (2002-2009)
Joseph J Edwards (2004-2009)
Catherine L Egleton (2002-2009)
Katie E Elias (2002-2009)
Jazmine  Ellingford (2007-2009)
Samuel J Elman (2001-2009)
Samuel L S Ernst (2007-2009)
Thomas S Fahey (2004-2009)
Emma E Farley (2002-2009)
Rachel C Farrant (2002-2009)
Grant K Fennell (2002-2009)
Samuel J Fielding (2002-2009)
Jack L Fisher (2002-2009)
Stephanie J Flowers (1995-2009)
Joseph H Franklin (2004-2009)
Rebecca L Freeman (1995-2009)
Amelia P Fry (2004-2009)
Hao Yu  Gao (2005-2009)
William T Garrett (1996-2009)
Lewis C R Gaston (1995-2009)
Andrew C Geggus (2002-2009)
Benjamin M George (2002-2009)
Katherine A Gould (2007-2009)
Fritz Grabosch (2007-2009)
Tobias C Hale (2003-2009)
Caroline L E Hall (2002-2009)
Chelsey N Hardy (2002-2009)
Max Harries (2004-2009)
Ashan L B Herath (2002-2009)
Kaspar J-W Herrmann (2007-2009)

Victoria N Hill (2002-2009)
Samuel W Hiller (2002-2009)
Johnathan J M Hilliard (2001-2009)
Lucy J Hilton (1996-2009)
Kimberley J Hodgetts (2000-2009)
Harrison A Holt (2002-2009)
Joshua J Hood (2004-2009)
Harry R Hook (2002-2009)
Jade L Hughes (2001-2009)
Stephanie C Hunter (2002-2009)
Charles A Jackson (2002-2009)
India J Jackson (2004-2009)
Billy J Jennings (1995-2009)
Peter Joseph (2005-2009)
Rebecca M Judah (2000-2009)
Lewis C Judd (2004-2009)
Laura E Juniper (2007-2009)
Nayaab  Kader (2007-2009)
Iain P Kendall (1999-2009)
James D Ketley (2002-2009)
Robert S W Ketley (2003-2009)
James E Knight (2002-2009)
Lingcheng  Kong (2007-2009)
Cheuk Yat  Lam (2003-2009)
Ka Man  Lam (2007-2009)
Nicholas R G Lavender (2002-2009)
Eleanor C Law (1998-2009)
Yan Wai  Leung (2002-2009)
Charlotte E Lewis (2002-2009)
Eleanor M Lowe (2002-2009)
Matthew D Lowman (2002-2009)
Alexander K E MacLellan (2002-2009)
Timothy J Manna (2005-2009)
Natalie L Manning (1998-2009)
Georgia E Martin (1995-2009)
Salsabiel  Masood (2002-2009)
Jack A Mayhew (2004-2009)
Kitty E McArdle (1999-2009)
Faye E McCarthy (2001-2009)
Thomas L McGraw (2004-2009)
Zach A McMillan-Clenaghan (2002-2009)

Mr Peter T Bailey (1943-1950) 10 January 2010
Mr Douglas I Barker (1944-1951) 2 January 2010
Mr S  Brace (1934-1941) Not known
Mr John  Cowing (1939-1948) 30 August 2009
Mr J R Cunningham (1933-1941) 30 December 2008
Dr Richard J Gilbert (1947-1957) 31 October 2009
Mr Peter I Holding (1963-1971) 13 October 2009

Mr Pelham A Lewis (1935-1939) 11 August 2009
Mr Denis W Lewsey (1935-1940) 15 June 2009
Mr James S Pearce (1942-1949) August 2008
Mr Eric S J Pickett (1935-1941) 20 October 2009
Mr Malcolm L Raiser (1945-1950) 12 February 2010
Mr William G Speakman (1925-1929) 31 August 2009
Rt Rev Barry  Valentine (1938-1945) 16 October 2009

New Members
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David Tee thanked the Headmaster, the Bursar and the Chairman of the Governors for making him welcome at the School. He
thanked Bob McClintock, Sarah Courage and new masters and councillors for their assistance.

He had been present when Jack Straw and David Eady returned to address the School; he had also enjoyed the fantastic sell
out concerts put on by the School. He had enjoyed the Society’s Annual Dinner, the Presidential lunches and the President’s
Cocktail Party and was particularly pleased to see Betty Hall and Lesley Hall there.

He thanked Ian Pitwood and Simon Boon for their support through the year.

He was delighted to introduce David Oldham as the new President of the Society. He had entered the Prep in 1956 and as a
former School House member and bearing the first name of David he had perfect credentials to become President. The Society
was going through difficult times but he would be surprised if the Society did not turn round and believed David Oldham was
the man to preside over this.

David Oldham accepted the President’s Cup and Badge saying he was a man of few words, especially today. He thanked David
Tee for his support of Old Brentwoods and the School. As a pupil he had gained more School Colours than “O” levels and
preferred the pragmatic approach of running annual general meetings favoured by Joe Hodgson. 

Ian West, Stephen Gorrod, Martin Rowland and Ian Pitwood were re-elected to the posts of Hon. Secretary, Hon. Assistant
Treasurer, Hon. Editor and Hon Registrar.  Simon Born was elected as Hon. Treasurer, Katie Hughes as Hon. Assistant
Registrar and David Wasley as Hon. Auditor. Stephen Gorrod and Fred Rylah were elected to the Bar Committee. The posts
of Hon. Assistant Secretary and Hon. Social Secretary were left open. 

David Taylor, Emma Jones, Mark Goodinge, Simon Boon, Michael Roast, Andrew Williams, Fred Rylah, Richard Owers and
Sarb Singh were elected to the General Committee.  

It was unanimously agreed that the existing Vice Presidents should be re-elected en bloc with the addition of David Tee.  

9. Report from the Headmaster

Ian Davies thanked the Society for the opportunity to report on the School. He had enjoyed working with David Tee and was
looking forward to working with David Oldham in the coming year.

The number of pupils at the School was well over 1500 which in view of the financial climate was very encouraging.

Examination results had been extremely good with over 50% of GCSE results at A or A* grade. All examinees achieved at least
five GCSEs in grades A to C. At A level, over 70% of pupils achieved A or B grades and there were no failures. All those who sat
the International Baccalaureate passed and all except one student holding university offers had gone on to university. Taking A
Level and IB together, pupils achieved an average of 375 UCAS points equating to two A grades and one B grade at A Level.

In sport, the Junior Girls athletics team had come third in a national competition; there had been exceptional performances in
cricket with Aaron West breaking the School batting average record and coming top of the Wisden Schoolboy batting averages.
Two pupils are representing England at under 15 level. Music performances were of a high standard with the Promenade
Concert the best ever. In drama, the School will stage “She Stoops to Conquer” later in the year

With over 400 cadets, the CCF was the largest optional cadet force in the country. The School was looking forward to the trip
to Ypres when 100 cadets would form a guard of honour. The Headmaster hoped to see many Old Brentwoods there.

In science, the School would be offering the IGCSE as it was of a higher standard and better preparation for A Level. Years 1
to 3 would also follow a new computing course (ECDL).

The Bursary fund had increased due to the generosity of Old Brentwoods and former masters so that some 15 – 20 places could
be offered to bright local pupils. There were plans to provide new sixth form facilities, including a 400-seat auditorium and 16
additional classrooms.

In conclusion, the Headmaster was pleased to report that the School was vibrant and thriving. He would be pleased to see Old
Brentwoods at lunch in Roden House after the meeting.

David Oldham thanked the Headmaster for his report.

10.        Any Other Business

David Tee reported that the 1st edition of Godfrey Thomas’ book had sold out. A 2nd edition was planned for publication on
11 November and would be updated to include events since 1945. It would also feature the Ypres trip and further information
about the event could be obtained from him.

Simon Boon reported that action was now being taken to update the Society’s web site to make it more user friendly.

Simon Boon said that the Presidential Committee had met and would be recommending to the General Committee that Richard
Owers be the President Elect.

David Oldham urged those present to inspect a list of Old Brentwoods whose addresses were unknown to enable the Society
to re-establish contact. 

David Oldham said that the Annual Dinner would be held at the School on 26 March 2010.  A list of forthcoming events was
also available.

There being no further business, President David Oldham thanked the Headmaster for his use of the School’s facilities and
closed the meeting.  

Ian West, Hon. Secretary
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Daniel J Medley (2004-2009)
Kaz A Melvin (2007-2009)
Edward A Miller (2002-2009)
Rachael E Moat (2002-2009)
Alysha T Moledina (2002-2009)
Charlotte E Monk (2000-2009)
Jordan M Montlake (2007-2009)
Sian L Morris (2002-2009)
Sze Chun  Mui (2004-2009)
Edward W Nation (2002-2009)
Louisa M Nefs (2007-2009)
Samuel A Newton (2007-2009)
Alexander J Nicholls (2007-2009)
Graeme S Nicol (2002-2009)
Gideon B Odubayo (2002-2009)
Vincent F Oganwu (2007-2009)
Olatunji O Ogunbiyi (2002-2009)
Sanufunmi M Ogunkoya (2004-2009)
Olivia M O'Meara (1996-2009)
Carsten  Oppenhauser (2007-2009)
Conor  O'Sullivan (2005-2009)
Reece C Ottley (2007-2009)
Treena K Pandhal (2002-2009)
Mohammed R Parekh (2004-2009)
Vrutika  Patel (2004-2009)
Jeremy JA Payne (1957-1964)
Lauren-Jo  Payne (2004-2009)
Louis A Payne (2004-2009)
Adam J Pentecost (2002-2009)

Alexandra E Phillips (2000-2009)
Amy O Phillips (2002-2009)
Ross W Phillips (2002-2009)
Samuel R Playell (2002-2009)
Adam R Powell (2006-2009)
Zahra Rashid (2008-2009)
Matthew J Reid (2002-2009)
Joshua L Roberts (1995-2009)
Samuel J Rounce (2002-2009)
Eleese C Rowland (2002-2009)
Max A Samans (2007-2009)
Louise V Sawle (1999-2009)
Claire  Seagers (2007-2009)
Marc J Searle (2002-2009)
Ryan M Sees (1998-2009)
Rebecca L Sentance (2002-2009)
Maxwell L Shirt (2004-2009)
Yasmin H Sidana (2002-2009)
Toby J Simons (2005-2009)
Charlotte E Simpson (2002-2009)
Elizabeth J Skinner (2004-2009)
Marcus H J Smiles (2000-2009)
Benjamin P Smith (2004-2009)
George D Smith (2002-2009)
Won Min  Son (2007-2009)
Olivia L Spiller (2007-2009)
Alexander A J Sprules (2002-2009)
Claire L Stacey (2002-2009)
Katie S Steed (2002-2009)

Nathan J Steele (2002-2009)
Scott B Steinberg (2004-2009)
James M Steptoe (1996-2009)
Elliot A Storey (1999-2009)
Sarah H D Stuckey (2002-2009)
Yiu Tong  Tang (2005-2009)
Luke A Taylor (2002-2009)
Jack Thomas (1995-2009)
Joe H Thomas (2003-2009)
Samuel A Topche (2003-2009)
Jack W S Turner (2002-2009)
Patrick N Ugboma (2006-2009)
Edward J Vanderlee (2002-2009)
Andrew M Vaughan (1995-2009)
Akhila Venkat-Raman (2002-2009)
Nihal R Vora (2002-2009)
Miriam B Vossenberg (2007-2009)
Alexander M Ward (1995-2009)
Neil P R Waring (2002-2009)
Michael A Watson (2007-2009)
Moritz Weiermann (2007-2009)
Aaron S T West (2002-2009)
Thomas F White (2004-2009)
Joseph Wiltshire (2007-2009)
Matthew A Wollner (1995-2009)
David D M Wood (2002-2009)
Michael K W Yap (2002-2009)
Wai Yin  Yip (2007-2009)
Xiaoxi  Zhong (2007-2009)

Mr David A Adams (1967-1973)
Mr Fahad S Al-Huda (2005-2006)
Mr Dennis R Anderson (1927-1937)
Mr Robert F Ashby (1973-1983)
Mr P L Bailey (1959-1969)
Mr J C Bamlett (1984-1989)
Mr R A Bamlett (1987-1992)
Mr Mark J Banks (1970-1977)
Mr Douglas I Barker (1944-1951)
Mr Jon H Bentley (1965-1971)
Mr Fraser J Blackburn (1984-1991)
Mr Jeremy R Blakeborough (1967-1978)
Mr Andrew C A Born (1979-1989)
Mr Alexander W S Brett (2001-2008)
Mr Joshua S Brown (2002-2007)
Mr Paul R Cahill (1970-1975)
Mr Stephen T Cahill (1970-1974)
Mr Theodore Chan (1978-1984)
Mr Stuart T Church (1991-1998)
Mr Trevor E Church (1974-1985)
Mr Thomas R G Clark (1993-2004)
Mr David J Coe (1949-1955)
Mr Christian S G Cooper (1981-1992)
Mr Marc C Dalby (1978-1981)
Mr Jon J Daniels (1992-1997)
Mr Philip H Derbyshire (1959-1966)
Mr Paul G Diss (1980-1985)
Mr P G Dunn (1959-1970)
Mr Rupert J Eastell (1967-1979)

Mr Daniel Elliott (1992-1999)
Mr Donald A Evans (1973-1984)
Mr Jonathan L Farquharson (1966-1974)
Mr Stephen J L Foster (1969-1977)
Mr William K Fraser (1981-1988)
Mr Michael W Gibson (1949-1960)
Mr Paul N Godfrey (1982-1987)
Ms Lauren Hahn (1995-2002)
Mr Jonathon M Hall (1995-2002)
Mr F G Hammerton (1948-1957)
Mr David G C Hay (1957-1964)
Mr Rex B Hayden (1939-1948)
Mr Christopher J Hayward (1968-1975)
Mr James E Hichens (1988-1995)
Miss Pippa C Hobson (1988-1995)
Mr Daniel S Hodgetts (2000-2006)
Mr Edward Hope (1988-1999)
Mr John W Ingram (1965-1971)
Mr David J Jayne (1967-1973)
Mr Benjamin C Kenton (1987-1994)
Mr Timothy G Kidd (1966-1973)
Mrs Helen S E Kronman-Wright

(1983-1986)
Mr Nicholas C Lamb (1961-1971)
Mr David H Liebeschuetz (1981-1986)
Mr Paul N McGuire (1983-1990)
Mr Christopher D Mole (1986-1992)
Ms Louise J Monnickendam (1989-1996)
Dr Jonathan E L Munday (1970-1976)

Mr Babajide O Ogundipe (1969-1973)
Mr Ian R Pitwood (1949-1960)
Mr John  Ratcliffe (1950-1959)
Mr Griff  Rhys Jones (1965-1971)
Mr Duncan S Robinson (1987-1997)
Mr Geoffrey K Rowe (1952-1963)
Mr James P Royle (1988-1995)
Mr Andrew J H Salter (1969-1980)
Mr Jonathan E A Scheele (1955-1966)
Ms Harriet Schooling (1999-2006)
Miss Sarah K Sheldon (1988-1995)
Mr Philip A L Smith (1965-1971)
Mr J Sones (1960-1967)
Dr A J Soutar (1930-1939)
Ms Samantha A Sturley (1991-1996)
Mr Christopher J Sturmey (1955-1960)
Mr David Thomas (1966-1973)
Mr John McN Thomson (1943-1949)
Mr Stephen M Topliss (1986-1993)
Mr James M F Turner (1997-2001)
Ms Janaki S Vora (2001-2008)
Mr Nihal R Vora (2002-2009)
Mr Anthony R Wadsworth (1950-1960)
Mr Graham A Waite (1962-1973)
Mr Ken Ward (1982-1988)
Mr D J T Wickens (1959-1970)
Mr Roy E White (1949-1956)
Mr Geoffrey E W Young (1926-1931)

Address Changes

Making contact

Ian Pitwood, the Hon. Registrar, would like to hear from members about the full range of registration matters, such as paying 
subscriptions, changes of address, email addresses, contact details and news of ‘lost’ Old Brentwoods, and births, marriages
and deaths. He will be happy to field any queries about the Chronicle mailing list. Please note that he has changed his address.
His new contact details are:
• Bramley House, The Tye, East Hanningfield, Chelmsford, Essex, CM3 8AA.  
• Telephone:  01245 403260
• Email   registrar@oldbrentwoods.org
Further information is to be found on the Society’s website   www.oldbrentwoods.org

Dates for your Diary
May 7 Lodge Ladies Dinner (Sarb Sing)
May 14 Football Club Annual Dinner (Stuart Doran)
May 15 School House Dinner (David Tee)
May 30 Interclub Sports Challenge (Matthew 

Staines)
Jun 4 Rugby Club Annual Dinner (Richard Austin)
Jun 18 1957 Leavers Reunion Dinner (Tim 

Pailthorpe & John Smith)
Jun 20 Interclub Sports Challenge (Matthew 

Staines)
July 3 Old Brentwoods Summer Ball (Melanie 

Bryant)
July 18 Interclub Sports Challenge (Matthew 

Staines)
Aug 8 Interclub Sports Challenge (Matthew 

Staines)
Aug 15 OBCC President’s Lunch (Fred Rylah)
Aug 28 OBRFC Rugby 10s Competion
Sep 11 Vice Presidents Lunch (David Oldham)
Sep 17 Presidents Cocktail Party (Tim Faiers)
Sep 18 AGM & Family Day at the School
Sep 24 OBCC Annual Dinner (Fred Rylah)

For more details contact Melanie Bryant at the Clubhouse 
(01277 374070) melbryant1@hotmail.com 

or the person named in brackets

BRENTWOOD SCHOOL IS PROUD TO PRESENT

Bunbury’s world famous
Celebrity Cricket Team

VERSUS

Alan Igglesden’s XI

FUN FOR ALL
THE FAMILY

Pimms Tent,
Refreshments,
Face Painting,

Bouncy Castles

Sunday 6 June 2010 2.30pm start

In aid of

ADMITTANCE £5
(free for children under 16 years) 

PAYABLE ON THE GATE

SUPPORTED BY
FRIENDS OF 

BRENTWOOD

For more details, contact 
Brain Tumour UK 0845 4500 386 or
fundraising@braintumouruk.org.uk 
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The Society of Old Brentwoods

proudly presents its

ANNUAL
SUMMER BALL

To be held on

Saturday 3rd July 2010
at

The Old Brentwoods Clubhouse

Ashwells Road, Bentley

Black Tie

Reception from 7.00 pm

Dinner at 8.00 pm

Dancing & Entertainment

Price: £45.00

For further information contact Phillip Loader (01277 226456)
or Mel Bryant (01277 374070)

Saturday 3rd July 2010

School House Old Brentwoods
Dinner 2008

Saturday 15th May 2010 at 7.30pm
c/o David Tee, The Old Rectory, Rectory Chase, Little

Warley, Brentwood, Essex CM13 3EZ
Telephone: 01277 220314   Email: pam.tee@btinter-

net.com

Name _______________________________________

Years in School House _________________________

Address _____________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Please send one ticket for me ............ and another for

my wife ............ and tickets for ............ guests.

I enclose my remittance of £ ............ (£28 per ticket –

cheques only, payable to D.W. Tee)

I would like to order ............. vegetarian meals.

PLEASE RETURN BY 23rd April 2010
Some of us intend to meet in the School House garden at 6pm and
spend an hour in and around the Old School House Library, now
the staff common room. At 7pm, we will drive down the Ongar
Road to the Old Brentwoods Clubhouse, Ashwells Road, Bentley
(phone 01277 374070) for dinner at 7.30pm.

As wives are invited, we should dress smartly (not dinner jackets).
For further details please contact David Tee.

For more details contact Melanie Bryant 
(01277 374070) melbryant1@hotmail.com 

The Society of Old Brentwoods
proudly presents

SUPPORTED BY
FRIENDS OF

BRENTWOOD
SCHOOL
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SPORTS LUNCH

OBAFC – OBRFC OBCC

SATURDAY 11 SEPTEMBER 2010 12 noon for 1.00 p.m.

Name(s): ………………………………………………………

Address:………………………………………………………

Postcode:………………………………………………………

E-mail : ……………………………………………………

Contact Numbers :

(Home) ……………………………………………………

(Work) ……………………………………………………

(Mobile) ……………………………………………………….

Special Dietary Requests : …………………………………...

Guests and Ladies are welcome

I enclose cheque in the sum of £………………... made payable to

“The Society of Old Brentwoods” (£12.00 per head)

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO DAVID J. OLDHAM

by 4 September 2010
“Hillcrest” 44 London Road Brentwood

Essex CM14 4QG

Tel. 01277 213784 Fax. 01277 260556 Mobile. 07771 740730

E-mail : djo@djoldham.fsnet.co.uk

Brentwood School Sports Centre ‘Summer Shape-Up’
Competition

Brentwood School Sports Centre, recently selected as a suitable Olympic

training camp for Fencing in the 2012 Olympics, are kindly offering readers
the chance to enter a competition to win 1 Year’s Joint GOLD
Membership worth over a whopping £874! What’s more, this offer is
available to both existing and new customers!

All Gold Memberships include the use of all facilities within the Centre,
including a 25 metre swimming pool, Fitness Suite with integrated TV
screens and radio channels, Fitness Classes including Yoga, Pilates,
Squash, Badminton and Junior Activities, discounts on all children's
parties and free function room hire.

The competition runs alongside the Sports Centre’s ‘Summer Shape-Up’
campaign, commencing on 11th July 2009, where they are offering you the
opportunity to join for a 6 week taster period from just £40 or the
opportunity to take out a ½ price membership for 2 months with no
joining fee!

In addition Brentwood School Sports Centre is offering increased summer
opening hours from 6.30am to 11.00pm.

Shape-Up this summer with Brentwood School Sports Centre.

Call: 01277 243344 or Email: sportscentre@brentwood.essex.sch.uk
Or visit their website: www.brentwoodschool.co.uk/sports-centre
For more information

25% OFF MEMBERSHIP at

Brentwood School Sports Centre

Members of the Brentwood School community

are offered a generous discount against the

standard rates, with a 25% reduction to enhance

the value of your membership! We welcome you

to try out our:

• Six lane 25 metre Swimming Pool with

separate Learner Pool

• Fully equipped Fitness Suite with 25 work

stations, computerised training equipment &

personal integrated TV screens

• Excellent programme of Fitness Classes

and activities

• Vast Sports Hall suitable for up to 7

badminton courts

• 4 glass-backed Squash Courts

• Private Function Rooms

To register, please produce this advertisment at

the Reception desk to receive discounted

membership of the Centre. We shall also waive

the normal joining fee until June 30th.

Old Brentwoods’
Family Day
& AGM 2010

Saturday, 18th September 2010
at Brentwood School

10.45
Coffee in the Bean Library and

Tours of the School

12.00
AGM in Old Big School

12.45
Lunch

14.15
Sports Activities

16.00
Tea in Dining Halls

For further details please contact Nichola Haynes at
Brentwood School: by phone 01277 243 324 or email

nhaynes@brentwood.essex.sch.uk
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Everyone a Hero
IInn rreemmeemmbbrraannccee ooff oovveerr 
225500 wwhhoo lloosstt tthheeiirr ll iivveess

Copies available £16.45 inc. UK postage 
and packing from:
Godfrey Thomas

14 Rosebank Road, West Mersea,
Colchester, Essex CO5 8NH  

Tel. 01206 385024

by 4 September 2010

For further details please contact 
Nichola Haynes at

Brentwood School by phone: 
01277 243 324 or email:

nhaynes@brentwood.essex.sch.uk

GENERAL COMMITTEE & OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY
President: David Oldham (1956-67)

Vice Presidents

CHAIRMAN Simon Boon, Romanby, 130 Hutton Road, Shenfield CM15 8NI

HON. SECRETARY Ian R. West, Quarry House, London Road, Newport, Saffron Walden, 
Essex CB11 3PN  (01799 542960)  E-mail: west@metsoncross.co.uk

HON. TREASURER Simon Born, 251 Walmer Road, Notting Hill, London W11 4EW

HON. REGISTRAR Ian Pitwood, Bramley House, The Tye, East Hanningfield, Chelmsford CM3 8AA
(01245 403260)

HON. ASST. REGISTRAR Katie Hughes, 27 Brook Rd, Epping, Essex CM16 7BT, Tel: 01992 578543

HON. EDITOR OF Martin Rowland, 6 St Paul’s Court, 18 Brackley Road, Beckenham,
THE CHRONICLE Kent BR3 1RA (020 8650 9967)

HON. BAR CHAIRMAN Steve Gorrod, 13 Gordon Road, Shenfield, Brentwood CM15 8LR
(01277 210722)

HON. ARCHIVIST Tim Faiers, ‘Archdale’, 1 Woodway, Shenfield, Essex CM15 8LP
(01277 214503) timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk

MEMBERS:

J. Barber 
J. Barnes
Sir Rodger Bell
K.H. Boon
G. Born
M.D. Bradford
P.R. Clements

D.B. Coull
B.P. Davies
J.A.E. Evans
T.J. Faiers
C.J. Finch
D. Fisk
M. King

J. Kelsall
N.J. Loader
S.D. Mathieson
C.H. Maynard
J.Norris, CBE, DL
T. Pailthorpe
M.J. Pepper

G.J. Pluckrose
Sir Michael Snyder
M.G. Stephenson
J.E. Stratford
D.Tee
A.M. Witney

Athletics & Cross country:
T. Pailthorpe
Cricket: N.J. Wood
Golf: G. Kingston

Rugby: M. Staines
Football: M. Roast
Masonic Lodge: T. Faiers
Squash: J.E. Stratford

Tennis: S.J. Doran
School House OBs: D.W. Tee
Hough House OBs: M. Michael

Ashwells Road, Bentley, Nr. Brentwood, Essex CM15 9SE Tel: 01277 374070 www.oldbrentwoods.org

AFFILIATED CLUBS

Association of School D. Tee, The Old Rectory, Rectory Chase, Little Warley, 
House Old Brentwoods Brentwood, Essex CM13 3EQ  (01277 220314)

Association of Hough Max Michael, 67 Mount Crescent, Brentwood, Essex CM14 5DD 
House Old Brentwoods (H: 01277 222165  M: 07765 367482)   email: max_michael@talk21.com

http://www.theoldhoughians.homestead.com

Cross Country Chris Lewis, 108 Stock Road, Billericay, Essex CM12 0RT (01277 659474)

Cricket Fred Rylah, 6 Penwood Close, Billericay, Essex CM11 1DV
(07740 047632) fred.rylah@ker.co.uk

Football Peter G Newton, 34 Greenshaw, Brentwood CM14 4YD (01277 232167)
petenewton123@tiscali.co.uk

Golf George Kingston, 1 Church Hill Cottages, Blackmore Road, Fryerning, Ingatestone, 
Essex CM4 0NW (01277 354858)

Masonic Lodge Secretary - Tim Faiers (as above)   timfaiers@hotmail.co.uk

Netball Lucie Bridge  (07976 849494)  luciebridge@hotmail.com

Rugby Tim Faiers (as above) www.obrfc.org

Tennis/Squash Mark Goodinge, 104 Hanging Hill Lane, Brentwood, Essex  (01277 227110)

200 Club Tim Faiers (as above) 

BRENTWOOD SCHOOL Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex CM15 8AS (01277 243243)  
Preparatory School (01277 243333)    •    www.brentwoodschool.co.uk

Mark Goodinge  · Sarbjeet Singh  · Emma Jones  · Richard Owers  · Michael Roast

Fred Rylah  · David Taylor · Andrew Williams


